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Trades in the aerodynamic design of proprotors that could be used to power convertible-
rotor aircraft have been examined. The key design challenge is to maximize overall aero-
dynamic efficiency of the proprotor in both hover and forward flight, while preserving
adequate stall margins for maneuvering flight and compressibility margins for high speed
flight. To better assess proprotor performance, a new formulation of the blade element
momentum theory for high-speed propellers and proprotors was developed. This ap-
proach uses an efficient and robust numerical method to solve simultaneously for the
axial and swirl induced velocity components in the wake of the proprotor. The efficacy
of the approach was validated against measurements of the performance of two NACA
high-speed propellers at advance ratios up to 2.5 and tip Mach numbers up to supersonic
conditions. The importance of calculating accurately the swirl component of the induced
velocity is emphasized. Parametric studies and design optimization studies were per-
formed for different convertible-rotor aircraft platforms with the goal of developing a bet-
ter understanding of the tradeoffs that would be needed for the development of advanced
proprotors to power such convertible-rotor aircraft. The effects that solidity, diameter,
rotational speed, blade twist and taper, number of blades, tip sweep, and airfoil character-
istics have on proprotor performance were all explored. Particular importance was given
to proprotors that may have variable tip speed, and assessing the relative advantages of
variable diameter versus variable rotational shaft speed concepts. Proprotors with variable
blade twist were also considered. It was found that significant improvements in proprotor
performance may only be practically realized by varying one or more of diameter, shaft
speed, or blade twist during flight.
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Increasingly demanding military and civil vertical-lift aircraft requirements often
lead to the consideration of vehicles that can combine the merits of a helicopter with
those of an airplane. Convertible-rotor (CR) aircraft have been developed as one way of
fulfilling this need [1–6]. CR aircraft rely on one or two pairs of rotor-propeller con-
cepts, called proprotors, to sustain flight. When tilted level, the proprotors provide lift
to overcome aircraft weight and allow for hovering flight. When tilted forward, the pro-
protors provide propulsion with the lift being carried on a fixed-wing. In principle, CR
aircraft can take off vertically and hover like a helicopter, convert to airplane mode by
progressively tilting their rotors, and then fly at forward airspeeds approaching those of
some turboprop airplanes. The cyclic blade pitch controls needed for control of the rotor
in hover are typically locked out in airplane mode, and the proprotors function more as
conventional propellers with collective pitch control only.
The hybrid nature of the design of CR aircraft can give them several advantages over
conventional helicopters. By tilting their proprotors forward, CR aircraft avoid most of the
aerodynamic problems that are inherent to edgewise rotors, such as retreating blade stall
and reverse flow, so they can usually achieve higher maximum airspeeds and flight ranges
than helicopters. Their increased range is especially useful in a military environment,
1
allowing them to operate out of safer locations that are further away from their targets.
CR aircraft, with their faster maximum speeds, are able to perform rescue missions in
considerably less time than traditional helicopters, easily meeting the requirements of the
“Golden Hour.” CR aircraft also generate less noise in forward flight than comparably
sized helicopters, helping them to avoid detection, as well as reducing annoyance levels
near populated areas.
Although no certified civil CR aircraft are in production at this time (although the
AgustaWestland AW-609 tiltrotor is slated for civil certification by 2016), they continue
to be considered for their potential ability to meet certain regional transportation require-
ments [7, 8]. Because CR aircraft do not require a runway for takeoff or landing, they
would be able to operate closer to city centers, which would also serve to help reduce
congestion at larger hub airports. However, even if such CR aircraft are technically real-
izable, it is the economics of operation and passenger acceptance that will be the ultimate
tests for any civil CR aircraft.
Historically, numerous challenges have been encountered during the design of CR
aircraft. They have become rather compromised aircraft with several significant design
trades being needed that often adversely impact their desired fight capabilities, e.g., see
Refs. 8–12. While CR aircraft may not necessarily ever attain the high levels of hovering
efficiency of conventional helicopters or reach the same airspeed, payload, and range
capabilities of many airplanes, they offer the ability to vertically lift payload to greater
distances and at higher cruise speeds than is possible with helicopters. With the growing
importance of tiltrotors in both the military and civil sectors, an increased emphasis has
been placed on research into improving their performance, efficiency, and overall flight
2
Figure 1.1: The Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey tiltrotor with its rotors tilted partially forward.
Source: http://www.navy.mil/view_photos_top.asp
capabilities.
1.2 Types of CR Aircraft
The two primary CR configurations are the tiltrotor and tiltwing; see Figs. 1.1 and
1.2 for examples of these aircraft. With a tiltrotor, the proprotors are tilted relative to
the wing to convert between hover and cruise modes of operation. On a tiltwing, both
the wings and the rotors are tilted together in unison. From an aerodynamic perspective,
tiltrotors generally have a lower hovering efficiency because of the aerodynamic down-
load and other flow interactions on the airframe that are produced by the wakes from the
proprotors. Tiltwing aircraft experience lower download penalties and interactional ef-
3
Figure 1.2: The Ling-Temco-Vought XC-142 tiltwing in hover. Source: http://lisar.
larc.nasa.gov/
fects, but they can show adverse susceptibility to crosswinds and ground effect conditions
when in helicopter or transition flight modes. During conversion from helicopter to air-
plane mode operation, tiltwings tend to have narrower conversion corridors to avoid wing
stall and aeroelastic instabilities such as pylon whirl flutter [13]. Tiltwings also have a
structural advantage over tiltrotors because they can be designed with thinner and more
aerodynamically efficient wings for cruising flight; they can use relatively thin wings be-
cause the wing is oriented vertically in hover and, therefore, has higher bending stiffness
to carry the weight of the aircraft [1]. In practice, however, the tiltrotor configuration has
been a preferred design option, with the military V-22 Osprey and the civil AW-609 (see
Fig. 1.3) being two CR aircraft that are currently flying.
In addition to tiltrotor and tiltwing aircraft, other CR aircraft configurations have
been considered, either as design concepts or being built as demonstrators or experimen-
4
Figure 1.3: The AgustaWestland AW-609 tiltrotor in transitional flight mode. Source:
http://www.agustawestland.com/product/aw609
5
tal aircraft. One such configuration is the tailsitter [14], so named because it lands and
takes off with its tail on the ground and its nose pointed upward, as shown in Fig. 1.4.
Rather than tilting only its rotors and/or its wings, the entire vehicle is tilted to transition
between hover and forward flight modes of operation. The major disadvantage of this
configuration is that the backward orientation of the pilot to the ground makes it difficult
to land. Another configuration, the monotiltrotor [15], uses a pair of coaxially arranged
proprotors. The monotiltrotor (see Fig. 1.5) has a smaller footprint than a tiltrotor and, hy-
pothetically at least, can realize relatively large payload fractions. However, the drag and
dynamics of the externally suspended load limits the airspeed and maneuver capability of
the monotiltrotor.
1.3 Proprotor Efficiency
Proprotors are required to have high levels of aerodynamic performance over much
broader ranges of flight conditions than would be encountered with either a helicopter
rotor or with a propeller. Consequently, their net performance can become compromised
between their two primary modes of operation [16–20]. For example, a proprotor oper-
ating in hover is generally less efficient than a helicopter rotor (i.e., it has a lower power
loading and a lower figure of merit), and a proprotor operating in forward flight is typi-
cally less efficient than a propeller (i.e., it has lower propulsive efficiency). In hover, the
proprotors provide thrust to overcome the weight of the vehicle (plus any airframe down-
load), and generous blade areas and higher tip speeds are needed in this case. In cruise
mode, the thrust must only overcome the drag of the aircraft; good propulsive efficiency
6
Figure 1.4: The Lockheed XFV-1 tailsitter.
7
Figure 1.5: The monotiltrotor concept in airplane mode. Source: http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Baldwin_Mono_Tiltrotor
in this case requires low profile losses and the minimization of adverse compressibility
effects, which demands the use of less blade area and lower tip speeds on the proprotor.
Blade twist is also a trade between the two primary modes of flight operation, with sig-
nificantly less blade twist being needed in hover to avoid inboard blade stall; generous
stall margins are always needed with proprotors so that they can provide the aircraft with
sufficient control capability and maneuverability at low airspeeds.
In light of the foregoing, it is not unexpected that a proprotor designed for high
cruise speeds, which unlike a propeller must have very good static thrust (i.e., hover)
efficiency, will be more difficult to design to avoid significantly compromised levels of
performance. It has been suggested that the economic productivity of a civil tiltrotor can
be better maximized at cruise speeds of between 360 to 380 kts [21], which is near the
8
Figure 1.6: Measurements of the propulsive efficiencies of propellers and proprotors.
Lines represent the estimated envelope of maximum efficiency for each concept. (Re-
sults are from various published sources including the NACA, NASA and the RAE, e.g.,
Refs. 22–25.)
speeds of contemporary turboprop airplanes. However, the compendium of results shown
in Fig. 1.6 suggests that substantial improvements need to be realized if new generations
of proprotors are ever to approach the propulsive efficiencies of the best propellers, espe-
cially at cruise speeds in excess of 350 kts. In particular, increasing the efficiency of CR
aircraft at airspeeds close to where contemporary turboprop aircraft currently fly will be
critical for establishing their performance and economic viability as civil transport vehi-
cles. Reaching this goal clearly sets down many technical challenges, aerodynamic and
otherwise.
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Another aspect of the design of proprotors is the need to include high levels of
robustness for off-design operations [26]. For example, sufficient stall margins must be
designed into the proprotor to allow for maneuvers, gusts, altitude effects, and vehicle
empty weight growth. Empty weight growth is inevitable because of new operational
demands, future equipment upgrades, etc. Robustness of design is especially important
for proprotors because the performance characteristics of CR aircraft are not as well es-
tablished as for helicopters or for airplanes. Because of these relatively high levels of
uncertainty, the proprotors should be designed so as to minimize losses in both efficiency
and operating margins in the event that the predicted performance of the aircraft has been
overestimated. In practice, good stall margins may only be achieved by trading other
aspects of performance and/or efficiency, highlighting one of the key challenges in the
aerodynamic design of more advanced proprotors. Design parameters such as disk load-
ing, solidity, twist, and rotational speed, all need to be balanced between the performance
requirements of both hovering and high-speed forward flight, as well as between the re-
quirements of high efficiency, good performance and operating margins, and so giving an
overall robustness to the design.
1.4 Approaches toward Aerodynamic Improvement
One approach to significantly increasing the performance of CR aircraft is to judi-
ciously control the tip speed of the proprotors by varying either their rotational speed or
diameter, or perhaps both together. Variable speed proprotor (VSPR) or variable diameter
proprotor (VDPR) concepts can significantly delay the onset of compressibility effects to
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higher forward speeds by reducing the helical Mach numbers on the blades as airspeed
increases. Reducing tip speed in forward flight also can increase propulsive efficiency by
allowing proprotor blade sections to operate at higher and more efficient angles of attack.
On one hand, the VSPR concept uses a gearbox to reduce the rotational speed while
maintaining engine speed, thereby avoiding losses in engine efficiency. The so-called
Optimum Speed Tilt Rotor (OSTR) [27] is one type of VSPR design that is intended to
offer continuously variable rotational speeds to better optimize aerodynamic efficiency
over the flight envelope. On the other hand, the VDPR concept maintains shaft speed
and uses a retraction mechanism to draw the blades in toward the hub [28–30]. After
retraction, the blade root is sheathed inside the outboard blade sections, reducing the
blade area and total blade twist, see Fig. 1.7. However, in either case, reducing tip speed
by too much can erode the compressibility/stall margins for the proprotor and produce
a “coffin-corner” effect [26] similar to that experienced on high performance airplanes
at transonic speeds and high altitudes. The U-2 spyplane is a classic example in this
respect. This latter problem is also known to occur on some propellers, which can have
very narrow operating margins near their peak propulsive efficiency, e.g., Refs. 31, 32.
A proprotor can have both variable speed and variable diameter in a VSDPR concept,
although the benefits of such a configuration would have to be carefully balanced against
the added weight and mechanical complexity of the additional gearbox and retractable
blade mechanism.
Proprotor aerodynamic performance may also be improved by using blades with
variable twist, if this could be practically realized. This approach would allow the blade
twist rates to be altered during flight, making the twist distribution less of a compromise
11
Figure 1.7: A variable diameter proprotor sheathes the inboard blade section inside the
outboard section.
between the hover and airplane mode of operation. It has been shown that variable twist
can be achieved passively by elastically deforming the blades through an extension-twist-
coupling [33]. Using this method, the amount of blade twist is dictated by the centrifugal
force so that twist is controlled by the rotor rotational speed. Even without a gearbox, the
rotational speed can be decreased by about 10–20% in forward flight without incurring
significant increases in engine SFC [34, 35]. Variable twist can also be achieved using
shape memory alloys (SMA), where blade twist can be actively controlled through the
application of heat [36]; twist is varied by using electroresistivity to heat SMA wires
embedded into the blade that run along the chord direction. SMA approaches also may
allow active control, allowing changes in twist to be decoupled from the rotor operational
state, unlike extension-twist-coupling.
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1.5 Objectives of the Present Work
The ability to confidently achieve better design compromises with proprotors will
be fundamental to realizing future CR aircraft concepts that can operate at higher cruise
speeds, have increased flight range, and offer better payload fractions. At the very least,
achieving much better hovering efficiency (i.e., higher power loading approaching the
values for a helicopter) simultaneously with better cruise efficiency (i.e., approaching the
values of efficiency of contemporary turboprop-powered airplanes) must be a fundamen-
tal goal. In this regard, it is not necessarily inevitable that the proprotor that subsequently
materializes is as much of an aerodynamic compromise as it has been in the past. While at
least some compromises in proprotor performance may still be inevitable, they obviously
cannot be allowed to manifest as unanticipated shortcomings in aircraft flight capabilities.
Ultimately, it may be that the judicious tuning of vehicle speed, proprotor tip speed, blade
pitch (perhaps also blade twist), and engine power setting by a vehicle management sys-
tem will be needed to extract the best levels of performance from future CR aircraft [26].
The foregoing design challenges can only be solved successfully by using modeling
tools with properly verified predictive capabilities [26]. To this end, this thesis discusses
a numerically efficient approach that can be used to predict proprotor performance over
broad ranges of operating conditions. This modeling framework can be used to expedi-
tiously find the blade and proprotor designs that would fulfill the requirements of a CR
aircraft while achieving the highest levels of operating efficiency, as well as meeting the
constraints imposed by practical flight operations. Though some prior work has been per-
formed on the aerodynamic optimization of proprotors [11, 17, 19, 37], the current work
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addresses a more comprehensive methodology (with validation) and uses this method-
ology to develop a better understanding of the tradeoffs involved in the design of more
efficient proprotors. The results show that there are still many challenges in proprotor
design but also exciting opportunities in the development of proprotors with substantially
improved capabilities that can be used to power new generations of CR aircraft.
1.6 Organization of Thesis
The first chapter of this thesis has discussed the factors affecting the aerodynamic
efficiency of the proprotors used to power convertible-rotor (CR) aircraft, and has pro-
vided the general goals of the current research. Chapter 2 describes a predictive method-
ology that is used for determining the aerodynamic loads and induced velocity distribu-
tions on a proprotor in hover and forward flight. A description is provided of the assumed
airfoil characteristics used in the predictive model. The formal optimization approach
used in this thesis for the purposes of design is also explained. Results obtained using
the modeling framework, including validation, are given in Chapter 3. The mathematical
model is validated against wind-tunnel data for proprotors and high-speed propellers, as
well as against published performance data for CR aircraft. The modeling is then used
within the framework of a parametric study to investigate trades in the various design
parameters as they will affect both the hovering and propulsive performance of the pro-
protor. The optimization approach is then used to examine proprotor airfoil requirements,
as well as the benefits that could be realized from variable diameter, variable rotational
speed, and variable twist proprotor designs. Finally, Chapter 4 discusses the conclusions
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drawn from the present work and provides suggestions for future research that could be




Validated mathematical models can be used to help understand the limiting per-
formance issues encountered by proprotors and to expose the levels of performance ex-
pected from new proprotor designs. To this end, validation with measurements of pro-
peller and/or proprotor performance characteristics over appropriately broad ranges of
operating conditions is critical.
The method used in the present work is a new development of the well-known
blade element momentum theory (BEMT), but specifically formulated for propellers and
proprotors. In general, the BEMT is mathematically parsimonious and computationally
expedient, but has been previously validated only to a limited extent for propellers and
proprotors [19, 26, 38]. The BEMT combines the principles of the blade element and
momentum theory approaches of thrust generation [39–42]. The sectional aerodynamics
are modeled by using assumed (canonical) aerodynamic airfoil models with the option
for tables of coefficients, for which several optional sets of airfoils can be incorporated.
In the present work, the BEMT approach was formally generalized to large angles and
included a better method for simultaneously solving for the inflow and swirl induced
velocity components in the wake of the proprotor.
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2.1 Large Angle Approach
Figure 2.1 shows the angles, velocities, and force vectors acting on a blade element
of a proprotor. The airfoil sections, which are at pitch angles β to the rotor plane, are
at effective angles of attack α to the local flow, which has a relative velocity of U to the
blade sections. The blade pitch varies along the span of the blade, and by convention is
defined relative to the zero-lift angle of the airfoil(s) being used. The out-of-plane velocity
component, UP, is the sum of the forward velocity (i.e., airspeed), V∞, and the induced
axial velocity, wi. The in-plane velocity component, UT , is the difference between the
rotational tangential speed, Ωy, and the induced swirl velocity, ui. Notice that all of the
velocity components are defined with respect to the leading edge of the blade, which may
be swept with respect to a spanwise reference axis.
It is apparent that the inflow angle, φ, at each blade section, is affected by both the
wi and ui components of the induced velocity. For a proprotor in high-speed forward flight
the inflow angles can be large, often exceeding 45◦ near the blade tips. Therefore, the lift
vectors on the blade sections may induce flow velocities in the in-plane direction that are
even greater than the inflow components, so both the thrust and torque components will
determine the induced flow field.
The approach used in the present study differs from the classical BEMT approach
in three ways: 1. The removal of all small angle assumptions, 2. Formal inclusion of the
in-plane or swirl velocity components, and 3. A large angle modification to the classic
Prandtl tip-loss function. BEMT without the assumption of small inflow angles has been
established to some extent for proprotors and propellers, as well as for wind turbines [43–
17
Figure 2.1: The blade element convention used for the proprotor analysis.
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45]; however, such work often makes several assumptions meant to simplify the numerical
solution. The method presented in this thesis is a more comprehensive approach, and
includes a range of validation beyond what has been done in prior work.
Without using any small angle assumptions, the incremental thrust coefficient gen-




































ξ2 +λ2 (Clξ−Cdλ)dr (2.4)
The inflow ratio λ = (V∞ +wi)/ΩR and azimuthal flow ratio ξ = (Ωy− ui)/ΩR are the
components of the total velocity perpendicular and parallel to the rotor plane, respectively,
both being nondimensionalized by rotational tip speed, ΩR. The incremental power coef-






































ξ2 +λ2 (Clλ+Cdξ)r dr (2.8)
Table 2.1 summarizes the blade element equations with and without the small angle as-
sumptions and the swirl velocity.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of blade element terms with and without the small angle assump-
tion and swirl velocity.
Allowance for large inflow angles Assumption of small inflow angles
dT Nb (dLcosφ−dDsinφ) NbdL
dP Nb (dLsinφ+dDcosφ)Ωy Nb (φdL+dD)Ωy
dCT 12σ
√
ξ2 +λ2 (Clξ−Cdλ)dr 12σClr2dr
dCP 12σ
√
ξ2 +λ2 (Clλ+Cdξ)r dr 12σ(Clλ+Cdr)r
2dr
φ tan−1 (λ/ξ) λ/r
The BEMT also uses differential momentum theory to determine the aerodynamics
at the blade element. The rotor disk is divided into a number of annuli of area 2πydy.
Conservation of momentum gives dT = ṁww and dFX = ṁuw, where ṁ is the mass flow
rate through the annulus, and ww and uw are the induced axial and azimuthal velocities in
the wake. The conservation of energy is also applied, giving the result that ww = 2wi and
uw = 2ui. The thrust and power coefficients at each annulus then become
dCT = 4 |λ|λir dr (2.9)
and
dCP = 4 |λ|ξir2 dr , (2.10)
respectively, where λi = wi/ΩR and ξi = ui/ΩR. The absolute values of λ in Eqs. 2.9 and
2.10 are necessary for the case where an upflow through the rotor annulus is predicted,
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which can sometimes occur on a proprotor in the normal working state, such as in hover
or at low forward speeds.
2.2 Tip-Loss for Large Angles
A Goldstein/Prandtl tip-loss model was used to account for the increased induced
losses at the blade tips. Goldstein [46] established a method for tip-loss by using the
velocity potential of a series of helical vortex sheets in the rotor wake. The vortex sheets
form a pitch helical angle φ with the rotor plane. The sheets move perpendicular to
their plane at a speed Vw, where Vw =
√
w2w +u2w is the resultant induced velocity in
the wake. A simplified version of the Goldstein result was first developed by Prandtl [47],
who approximated the helical surface as a series of two-dimensional planar sheets (see
Fig. 2.2) that convect at the slipstream velocity, which is a more practical mathematical
realization of Goldstein’s approach [48].
Assuming the flow around the blade is irrotational, then the bound circulation Γ of
a blade element is equal to the difference in velocity potential between the top and bottom











where a is the distance between a blade section and the blade tip and sp = (2πy/Nb)sinφ
























Notice that F , Prandtl’s tip-loss factor, decreases with increasing r, indicating that
the tip vortices have a greater effect closer to the blade tip. The value of F also decreases
as φ is increased and Nb is reduced, showing that the effect of the tip vortices becomes
stronger as the spacing decreases between the vortex sheets. However, Prandtl’s assump-
tion of two-dimensional vortex sheets becomes less accurate as sp increases. Strictly
speaking, F should be a function of the vortex sheet spacing at the blade tip, i.e., the term
in the exponent in Eq. 2.13 should be Nb(r− 1)/(2sinφtip). However, it is sufficiently
accurate to use the local inflow angles, which are also more convenient [43].
To incorporate tip-loss effects into the BEMT, the Kutta-Joukowski theorem is used
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with the blade element expressions in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.8, i.e.,
1
2




ρU2c(Cl sinφ+Cd cosφ) = ρUPΓ (2.15)
Using the relations from Eqs. 2.12, 2.14, and 2.15, the circulation, Γ, is then substituted












































Equations 2.18 and 2.21 are the same as Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 except for the inclusion of the
tip-loss factor F and the replacement of λi with Vi cosφ/ΩR and ξi with Vi sinφ/ΩR.
Because an inviscid theory is used to obtain Eqs. 2.18 and 2.21, they are only com-
pletely valid when the directions of wi and ui are opposite to that of the corresponding
force vectors. Equation 2.18 is only strictly valid when φ = 0◦, and Eq. 2.21 is only valid
when φ = 90◦. At φ = 90◦ for dCT and φ = 0◦ for dCP, the tip vortices do not contribute
to the induced velocities wi and ui.
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To reconcile Eqs. 2.18 and 2.21 with the expected physical behavior, the expressions
for the decreases in thrust and power, the terms 4λλirdr(1−F) and 4λξir2dr(1−F),
should gradually decrease to zero as the angles decrease between the tip vortex axes
and the blade force vectors. To model this behavior, the differential momentum theory
equations for the thrust and power coefficients can be modified to read
dCT = 4KT |λ|λir dr (2.22)
and
dCP = 4KP |λ|ξir2 dr (2.23)
respectively, where KT = [1− (1−F)cosφ] and KP = [1− (1−F)sinφ].
It is necessary to account for tip-loss effects because only some of the induced flow
arises from momentum conservation, the remainder being from the presence of the tip
vortices. The value of F can be viewed as the ratio of Vi that is directly induced by the
rotor to the total Vi. Likewise, KT and KP are the ratios of the wi and ui that are directly
induced by the rotor to the total wi and ui, respectively.
2.3 Numerical Solution for Inflow Components
To solve for the induced flow components, the blade element expressions for the















ξ2 +λ2 (Clλ+Cdξ)r dr = 4KP |λ|ξir2dr (2.25)
One way to solve this system of equations for λ and ξ is by fixed-point iteration,
which is the conventional approach. The forms of Eqs. 2.24 and 2.25 with the best fixed-

















When solving for λ and ξ in this fashion, convergence is usually rather slow. Additionally,
successive iterations of Eqs. 2.26 and 2.27 tend to diverge away from the desired solution,
requiring the use of relaxation to encourage the method to converge. Relaxation is a
technique wherein the value of the variable in the new iteration is set to be between its
previous value and its predicted updated value, e.g.,
λn+1 = aλn+1 +(1−a)λn (2.28)
where a is a relaxation coefficient. The more the iterative method tends to diverge, the
lower a needs to be to encourage convergence; too much relaxation will result in slower
convergence, while too little may result in divergence.
Different rotor configurations and blade sections may require different relaxation
coefficients to converge on an inflow ratio or azimuthal flow ratio using fixed-point itera-
tion. Smaller relaxation coefficients are necessary to ensure that convergence occurs for
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all configurations; however, a relaxation coefficient that is too low can dramatically slow
the convergence process.
Rather than concurrently solving Eqs. 2.26 and 2.27, the thrust and power equations
can be expressed in terms of the inflow angle φ and combined into a single transcendental
equation, as shown by Winarto [50]. In this case, only one equation needs to be solved.




U2 (Cl cosφ−Cd sinφ)
(ΩR)2
dr = 4KT |λ|λir dr (2.29)




σU2Cl secγ(cosγcosφ− sinγsinφ) = 4KTU sin |φ|wir (2.30)
Using the identity cos(φ+γ) = cosφcosγ−sinφsinγ, and recognizing that wi =U sinφ−






UCl secγcsc |φ|cos(φ+ γ) =U sinφ−V∞ (2.31)









Cl secγcsc |φ|cos(φ+ γ) (2.32)










Cl secγcsc |φ|sin(φ+ γ) (2.33)
Equations 2.32 and 2.33 can then be combined into a single transcendental equation, i.e.,
g(φ) = [B1(φ)Ωy−B2(φ)V∞]sinφ = 0 (2.34)
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The signum function is introduced into Eq. 2.35 because the absolute values in Eqs. 2.32
and 2.33 have cancelled out in the derivation of g(φ).
In Eq. 2.35, the inflow angle, φ, is the only unknown. The values of Cl , Cd , KT ,
and KP are themselves functions of several variables of which φ is the only unknown. If
the lift coefficient is zero, then g(φ) = (Ωysinφ−V∞ cosφ) should be solved instead of
Eq. 2.35. The inflow ratio and azimuthal flow ratio can then be calculated and introduced
into Eqs. 2.4 and 2.8 to obtain the incremental thrust and power at that particular blade






λ = ξ tanφ (2.37)
respectively.
















Figure 2.3 shows an example of a fixed-point iteration history using Eq. 2.38. Even
though the initial prediction is very close to the solution, the method diverges away from
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Figure 2.3: Iteration history for the fixed-point method to solve for the inflow ratio using
Eq. 2.38.
the solution and eventually converges on a negative inflow angle, which is a physically
unrealistic solution. Furthermore, there exists a range of values for φn that results in an
undefined value of φn+1. If the initial prediction or any subsequent iterations generate a φ
which falls in this undefined range, then the method will fail. As before, relaxation may
be used to prevent the method from diverging or from converging on the wrong solution.
However, the range of undefined solutions is still an issue in using fixed-point iteration to
solve Eq. 2.35, making this particular method unsuitable for the BEMT applied to a pro-
protor. All forms of Eq. 2.38 will have this undefined range because of the trigonometric
terms.
The solution to the transcendental equation (2.35) can be found using other root-
finding methods, although derivative-based methods such as Newton’s method are not
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helpful either because the derivative of Eq. 2.35 has a nonlinearity from the Cl and Cd
terms; if reading data from airfoil tables then the derivative can only be approximated
anyway.
The bracketed bisection method was found to be suitable for solving Eq. 2.35 be-
cause of its guaranteed convergence. This method works by realizing that a single solution
for φ is located within a range bracketed between two points, and then halving this range
with each iteration.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of an iteration history for the bisection method applied
to solve the transcendental equation in Eq. 2.35 to obtain the inflow angle. A suitable con-
vergence criteria is to end the iterations once the relative difference between successive
iterations falls below a threshold, in this case 0.05%. Although the bisection method
is among the slowest of root-finding methods, it can solve for φ in Eq. 2.35 roughly
three times faster than solving for the induced velocity components separately by using
Eqs. 2.26 and 2.27, and has the added benefit of not requiring any numerical relaxation.
The bisection method is also very robust, and if there is only one solution then it is im-
possible for the method to fail to converge.
A complication arises in the implementation of the bisection method for a hovering
rotor, because occasionally there are multiple solutions to φ, one positive and one neg-
ative. To determine the correct solution, g(φ) in Eq. 2.35 is first calculated for φ = 0.
If g(0) > 0, then φ is negative. If g(0) ≤ 0, then φ is positive. The boundaries for the
bracketed solution are then adjusted accordingly.
Solving for the spanwise aerodynamic loadings on a proprotor according to the
method outlined in this section is fast, robust, and cost-efficient. A code containing the
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Figure 2.4: Iteration history for bisection method used to solve for φ in the transcendental
equation, Eq. 2.35.
BEMT equations discussed previously can run several orders of magnitude faster than
one containing a comparable free-vortex wake model. The BEMT methodology can be
especially useful for preliminary design of a proprotor (or propeller) in axial flight, before
more elaborate analysis is performed using less cost-efficient methods.
2.4 Airfoil Characteristics
Airfoil characteristics can be read in the conventional way from a collection of
“C-81” like tables listing values of sectional Cl and Cd for ranges of angles of attack,
Mach numbers, and Reynolds numbers. The data from these airfoil tables can come from
sources such as experimental measurements or CFD generation [51]. However, such
data are often unavailable for proprotor airfoils, and so other approaches must be used
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Figure 2.5: Canonical representation of sectional lift coefficients at different Mach num-
bers.
to specify the airfoil characteristics. Whatever models are used, it is imperative that they
include stall and post-stall characteristics; in this regard, the compromised blade twist
used on proprotors means that a significant portion of the blade may stall in hover and/or
over some range of forward flight speeds.
The sectional lift and drag model that was assumed in the present study is shown
in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6. After the blade stalls, drag increases as flow separation occurs. Lift
decreases with further increases in angle of attack until the airfoil begins to act more as
a flat plate. Figure 2.7 shows the lift-to-drag ratios obtained with the assumed airfoil
model. As shown, airfoils can achieve higher, more efficient values of cl/cd at higher
Mach numbers, but stall at lower angles of attack.
Modeling compressibility effects at higher Mach numbers is also necessary. In the
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Figure 2.6: Canonical representation of sectional drag coefficients at different Mach num-
bers.
Figure 2.7: Canonical representation of sectional airfoil L/D at different Mach numbers.
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Figure 2.8: Canonical model for maximum lift coefficient versus Mach number.






where Clα |M=0.1 is the lowest value for the lift curve slope. The maximum lift coefficient
of an airfoil is also a function of Mach number. One canonical representation, shown
in Fig. 2.8, is that Clmax remains constant up to a certain value of M, at which point it
decreases linearly with further increases in M.
Compressibility also has an effect on drag. In particular, the drag on an airfoil be-
gins to increase rapidly as the oncoming flow reaches the drag divergence Mach number,







12.5(M−Mdd +0.08) if M ≥ (Mdd−0.08)
0 otherwise
2.5 Tip Relief
A compressibility tip relief model was also used in the present work, which acts to
delay the onset of drag divergence at the blade tip sections. Because of three-dimensional
flow at the tip, the effects of compressibility are relaxed. When a blade section within
one chord-length of the tip exceeds Mdd, there is a reduced effective local Mach number,













where ARblade is the blade aspect ratio, Mdd2 is the 2-dimensional drag divergence Mach
number, and Mdd3 is the assumed 3-dimensional drag divergence Mach number.
The effects of tip relief are shown in Fig. 2.9. As the ratio Mdd3/Mdd2 increases, the
local effective Mach numbers near the tip decrease, thereby relieving the adverse effects
of drag divergence.
2.6 Spinner Effects
The presence of a spinner can result in high supervelocities near the blade roots,
which are caused by the oncoming flow accelerating as it passes over the spinner. This
behavior is shown in Fig. 2.10. For proprotors, where the spinner diameter can be a
significant fraction of the proprotor diameter, the supervelocity can have a significant
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Figure 2.9: Effects of drag divergence and tip relief on the drag for a proprotor in forward
flight.
effect on the blade aerodynamics by increasing the Mach number and altering the inflow
angle distribution. This effect can be an issue, in particular, with a variable diameter
proprotor design because the rotor diameter is reduced in forward flight and the spinner
needs to be large enough to contain the blade retraction mechanisms.
If the spinner effects are approximated as an equivalent sphere, then potential flow









The increment in supervelocity is equal to half the free-stream velocity where the spinner
meets the blade root, and then drops off quickly with distance outboard of the spinner. As
shown in Fig. 2.11, the distribution of supervelocity depends greatly on the diameters of
the proprotor and spinner. For configurations where the spinner is relatively large, such
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Figure 2.10: The presence of the spinner results in supervelocities near the blade roots.
as found on some propellers, the supervelocity can have a significant effect even at the
mid-span of the blade.
2.7 Tip Sweep
Tip sweep can be employed on proprotor blades to delay the onset of compress-
ibility by reducing the effective Mach number normal to the blade leading edge. The
sweep angle, Λ, is implemented into the calculations by reducing the velocity of the flow
component perpendicular to the leading edge by the factor cosΛ.
Ignoring the induced velocity but accounting for both sweep and supervelocities,
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Figure 2.11: Distribution of supervelocity across the blade span depends on ratio of pro-
protor diameter to spinner diameter.
























cos2 β+ sin2 βcos2 Λ
]
2.8 Optimization Approach
Some of the results reported in this thesis were obtained using a formal optimization
approach. The optimizer was validated by optimizing the efficiency of the proprotor
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by using up to six design variables, and then performing parametric studies to confirm
that the optimizer gave physically correct results and successfully minimized the stated
objective function(s).
At its most elementary level, the optimizer functions by applying small perturba-
tions to each of the design variables to obtain a profitable search direction, and then mini-
mizes an objective function along this direction. This process continues until convergence
occurs. Side constraints (i.e., the upper and lower boundaries of the design variables) are
specified prior to the start of the optimization. If no inequality constraints (e.g., engine
power available or transmission limits) are imposed, then the optimizer uses the Broydon-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm.
The basic optimization approach is described as follows:
1. An initial vector X0 for the design variables is established, as well as the resulting
initial objective function, F(X0).
2. A small perturbation is sequentially applied to each design variable and the resulting
gradients of the objective function, ∇F(Xk), are calculated.
3. From the results of the previous step, a multi-dimensional search direction Sk is
calculated.
4. A point along the search direction, designated as α∗, is found which minimizes
F(X).
5. The design variables are updated according to Xk+1 = Xk +α∗Sk.
6. Steps 2–5 are repeated until F(X) converges on a minimum. The convergence
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criteria is defined by ∇F(Xk) falling below a certain threshold, set by the user.
If inequality constraints are imposed, then the method of feasible directions (MFD)
is used. The MFD seeks the lowest possible value of the objective function that does not
violate the inequality constraints. The steps are similar to those outlined above, except
the search direction Sk is calculated so that it both decreases F(X) and avoids violating
the constraints (i.e., it avoids the infeasible region). Additional convergence criteria, the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, are also in place [54].
2.9 Summary
This chapter has discussed the theory used to predict the loads and induced flow
distributions on proprotors, both in hover and axial forward flight. Classical BEMT used
for helicopter rotors has been modified to account for the high axial velocities and large
inflow angles found on propellers and proprotors, as well as a new implementation for
Prandtl’s tip-loss factor. The induced flow distribution is most easily solved by combining
the BEMT thrust and power equations into a single transcendental equation; the bisection
method (or other, similar bracketed root-finding algorithms) proved to be the quickest
and most robust approach for solving this transcendental equation. Also discussed were
canonical airfoil characteristics that were used in lieu of complete airfoil tables, and how
sectional loads are affected by the presence of tip relief, blade sweep, and spinner super-
velocities. The formal optimization approach, used to generate some of the results in this




The results in this thesis are discussed in eight parts: 1. A description of the pro-
protor designs and the convertible-rotor (CR) aircraft for which results were obtained;
2. Validation of the proprotor model with propeller measurements, isolated proprotor
measurements, and CR vehicle performance; 3. Parametric studies of proprotor and CR
vehicle performance; 4. A discussion of alternative metrics for evaluating proprotor effi-
ciency; 5. Validation of the optimization methodology; 6. Requirements for the proprotor
airfoils; 7. Optimization for variable tip speed operations, and 8. Optimization of hovering
and propulsive efficiency for variable twist operations.
3.1 Aircraft Used in this Study
The results discussed in this thesis were obtained by using proprotors designed
for three different CR configurations, namely: 1. A representative medium-lift tiltrotor
[55]; 2. The Sikorsky VDTR concept [28]; and 3. The Excalibur, which is also a VDTR
concept and was the University of Maryland’s winning entry in the 2011 Annual AHS
Design Competition [56]. These proprotors were used for the purposes of validation of
the modeling, and also to show the sensitivities in performance to variations in the design
parameters.
Some of the relevant vehicle specifications are given in Table 3.1. Notice that the
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Table 3.1: Essential characteristics of the convertible-rotor configurations used in the
present study.
Medium-Lift Tiltrotor VDTR Excalibur
Max. VTOL GTOW 51,000 lb – 18,000 lb
Installed power, Pinstall 2 x 6,150 hp – 2 x 1,908 hp
Proprotor diameter, D 38.1 ft 49.2 ft 30.5 ft
Shaft speed, Ω 412 rpm 264 rpm 505 rpm
Proprotor solidity, σ 0.102 0.085 0.070
Vehicle parasitic drag area, fe 26.0 ft2 – 6.0 ft2
Wing aspect ratio, AR 6.97 – 6.0
Wing profile drag coefficient, CD0 0.01 – 0.008
Oswald’s efficiency factor, e 0.8 – 0.87
Wing area, S 301.6 ft2 – 267.2 ft2
VDTR and Excalibur are both variable-diameter proprotor concepts, the blades in this
case retracting to 2/3 of their maximum extended diameter. The net performance of the
proprotors for the medium-lift tiltrotor and Excalibur were evaluated when coupled to a
representation of their respective airframes, including the performance limits imposed by
the engines and/or the transmission. The thrust needed from the proprotors in hover was
assumed to be equal to aircraft weight plus an increment to account for the download on
the wings, this being 12% of aircraft weight in the present work.
The thrust needed in forward flight depends on the vehicle drag (i.e., its lift-to-drag
ratio), so the thrust required in this case becomes a function of forward speed. The total
drag can be split into a wing component and a non-wing (i.e., fuselage and empennage)
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component, i.e.,
Dveh = q∞ SCDwing +q∞ fe (3.1)
where q∞ = 0.5ρ∞V 2∞ is the freestream dynamic pressure. The drag on the non-wing
surfaces is expressed as an equivalent parasitic drag area, fe. The drag on the wing is the





where AR is the aspect ratio of the wing. The vehicle drag in Eq. 3.1 can then be rewritten
as the sum of profile and induced components, i.e.,










Equation 3.3 is then expressed in the form used in the present work, i.e.,




3.2 Validation of the Modeling
Validation of the proprotor aerodynamic model described in Chapter 2 is necessary
before using the model to generate any meaningful results. By validating the proprotor
model against performance measurements of propellers and proprotors, as well as pub-
lished CR vehicle performance data, a good level of confidence can be established in the
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predictive capabilities of the model. In general, however, there are limited experimental
data available for proprotors, and the existing data tend to be available for a relatively
small range of operating conditions. For this reason, performance measurements of high-
speed propellers are especially important for validation purposes.
3.2.1 Validation with Propeller Measurements
The proprotor model was initially validated against wind-tunnel data for two NACA
“high-speed” propellers. While some proprotor measurements are also available [16, 57,
58], such measurements do not cover the wide range of operating conditions that are
needed to validate all aspects of the modeling. Therefore, the two propellers identified by
Harris [59], which are representative of both the geometry of a proprotor and of the wide
operating conditions that may be encountered by an advanced high-speed proprotor, were
used instead.
The performance characteristics of these two propellers were measured in the NACA
wind tunnels, one propeller being 2-bladed with a 4 ft diameter [60] and the other being
3-bladed with a 9.75 ft diameter [61]. The 2-bladed propeller had a 2:1 blade taper from
root to tip, and the 3-bladed propeller had constant chord untapered blades. Each pro-
peller had approximately 32◦ of nose-down twist over the blade, and the boss (for the
spinner and blade attachments) in each case extended out to 27% of the propeller radius.
The 3-bladed propeller is shown in Fig. 3.1 in the wind tunnel test section.
Parametric measurements for the 2-bladed propeller were taken by varying the ro-
tational speed while keeping constant the tunnel wind speed and the blade pitch. For
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Figure 3.1: NACA propeller mounted in the wind tunnel test section [61].
the 3-bladed propeller, measurements were taken by fixing the rotational speed and blade
pitch while the wind speed was varied. The net result in either case (i.e., of systematic
variations of wind speed at a constant blade pitch and/or blade pitch variations at a con-
stant wind speed) are sets of propeller thrust, power, and efficiency curves as a function
of the operating advance ratio [39]. In some of the operating conditions for the 3-bladed
propeller, the thinner blades were reported to have experienced stall flutter and so could
not operate continuously at these conditions [61].
Predictions from the present model versus the propeller measurements are shown
in Figs. 3.2 through 3.5 for the 2-bladed propeller, and in Figs. 3.6 through 3.9 for the
3-bladed propeller, in each case as sets of thrust, power, and propulsive efficiency curves.
Airfoil tables were not available for either propeller, so the canonical sectional airfoil
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characteristics in the forms described in Section 2.4 were used to represent the lift and
drag coefficients in the BEMT.
The reported measurements in Refs. 60 and 61 were converted from conventional
propeller nomenclature into conventional helicopter rotor nomenclature, in this case in
the form of CT/σ and CP/σ coefficients (see Appendix). The advance ratio is defined
conventionally for helicopters as µ = V∞/ΩR; when multiplied by a factor of π, the for-
ward speed ratio is equivalent to the advance ratio “J” used for propeller performance
evaluations. The propulsive efficiency is defined using the helicopter nomenclature as
ηp = CT µ/CP, which gives the same numerical result when using the conventional pro-
peller nomenclature.
The results in Figs. 3.2 through 3.5 are for the 2-bladed propeller, which show good
Figure 3.2: Thrust in the form of CT/σ versus advance ratio for the 2-bladed NACA
propeller.
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Figure 3.3: Power in the form of CP/σ versus advance ratio for the 2-bladed NACA
propeller.
Figure 3.4: Propulsive efficiency versus advance ratio for the 2-bladed NACA propeller.
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Figure 3.5: Propulsive efficiency versus helical tip Mach number for the 2-bladed NACA
propeller.
overall agreement between the modeling and the measurements; in many cases the agree-
ment is excellent. General predictions of propeller performance over such wide ranges
of operating conditions is very challenging, and the results shown here are actually very
good relative to what would be obtained by using any model of propeller performance.
Recall that these particular propeller data are useful for the validation of the present model
because they encompass the operating conditions where an advanced proprotor may op-
erate, i.e., at high tip speed ratios and high helical Mach numbers.
Figures 3.2 through 3.5 expose several general aspects of propeller performance. At
low values of operating advance ratio the blades become partly stalled, so the propellers
generate some thrust but need relatively high power. Increasing advance ratio for a fixed
blade pitch causes the flow on the blades to progressively attach, causing the propellers to
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produce more thrust, the corresponding initial power requirements also reaching a peak.
Thereafter, the thrust and power both decrease with increasing values of advance ratio at
a constant blade pitch. Eventually, as the advance ratio increases to higher values, the
propeller produces near zero or negative thrust as the brake state is reached. Repeating
the process for increasing values of blade pitch produces a set of curves where the brake
state is reached at progressively higher values of advance ratio. Figure 3.5 illustrates how
compressibility effects cause a rapid reduction in peak propulsive efficiency as the blade
tips approach and exceed a helical Mach number of unity.
Overall, the predictions made for the 2-bladed propeller showed good agreement
with the measurements except for at the very lowest and highest blade pitch settings. At
the lowest blade pitch, this propeller actually operates with some supersonic flow, so at
least some of the differences shown can be attributed to the efficacy of the assumed airfoil
model (Section 2.4) in the transonic and supersonic flow regimes. The supersonic flow in
this case arises because in the tunnel the wind speed was held constant while the rotational
speed of the propeller was progressively increased to relatively higher values, and so
low pitch settings correspond to relatively high tip speeds that reach into the supersonic
regime. At the highest blade pitch settings, it can be seen that the thrust on the propeller
(see Fig. 3.2) was somewhat underpredicted, and the power requirements (see Fig. 3.3)
were overpredicted, which also causes the propulsive efficiency to be underpredicted (see
Fig. 3.4). However, the overall performance trends shown for this 2-bladed propeller are
well represented by the present level of modeling.
In addition to operating partially in the supersonic range and also at very high ad-
vance ratios, which each pose challenges for the modeling, this propeller had sectional
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Figure 3.6: Thrust in the form of CT/σ versus advance ratio for the 3-bladed NACA
propeller.
Reynolds numbers that were lower than for the 3-bladed propeller (considered next) and
so uncertainties in modeling the sectional characteristics are also higher. At lower chord
Reynolds numbers, the effects of rotation of the three-dimensional boundary develop-
ments can be more pronounced, and often tend to manifest as modeling deficiencies at
the higher operating thrusts [62]. However, based on the validation results shown here,
the inclusion of such effects is not necessary and so no representation of rotational aug-
mentation effects has been included into the present level of modeling.
In general, the results from the model were found to be in somewhat better overall
agreement for the 3-bladed propeller, as shown in Figs. 3.6 through 3.9. In this case,
the propeller operates at higher sectional Reynolds numbers, and was not tested such
that it encountered significant supersonic flow at the blade tips. Therefore, the 3-bladed
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Figure 3.7: Power in the form of CP/σ versus advance ratio for the 3-bladed NACA
propeller.
Figure 3.8: Propulsive efficiency versus advance ratio for the 3-bladed NACA propeller.
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Figure 3.9: Propulsive efficiency versus helical tip Mach number for the 3-bladed NACA
propeller.
propeller measurements probably serve as a better indicator of the capabilities of the
present model over the expected range of its normal usage.
Notice again in this case, the sensitivity of the propulsive efficiency (shown in
Fig. 3.8) to small differences in the prediction of thrust and power. This outcome arises
because the predictions of the sectional airloads are sensitive to the angles of attack of the
local blade sections. It is also apparent that, in this case, the measured efficiency curves
in Fig. 3.8 tend to be fairly peaky compared to those seen for the 2-bladed propeller (c.f.,
Fig. 3.4). For a fixed blade pitch, these peaks are bounded on one side (i.e., at lower val-
ues of advance ratio for a given blade pitch) by losses of efficiency resulting from some
sections that operate away from their best lift-to-drag ratios and other sections that begin
to encounter blade stall, and on the other side (i.e., at higher values of advance ratio) by
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the build up of compressibility effects from the growing helical Mach numbers over the
blade tips.
The differences shown in the previous plots between the outcomes from the model
and the measurements can be attributed to several sources, and are not just limited to the
assumptions and/or simplifications that are involved in the aerodynamic modeling of the
airfoil sections. For example, discrepancies can obviously arise because of deficiencies
in predicting the magnitude and distribution of inflow and swirl velocities, as well as
inadequate models of tip loss and tip relief effects. However, parametric studies and
overall experience with the modeling has shown that the errors in the prediction of the
inflow and swirl velocities will generally have the largest effects on overall performance.
For example, Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the effects on the thrust and power when
the induced velocity components are systematically excluded. In this case, results for
several values of blade pitch have been omitted to preserve clarity. When both the induced
inflow, wi, and the swirl, ui, are removed from the inflow angle calculations, it is clear
that both the thrust and power are significantly overpredicted at all blade pitch values
and advance ratios. At lower advance ratios, the effects of the inflow velocities tend to be
more important than swirl. However, at higher advance ratios, the need to include both the
inflow and the swirl velocity components is clearly critical if good quantitative predictions
of performance are to be obtained. In this regard, neglecting the swirl velocities [26], or
assuming uniform induced inflow velocity, or both [63], is clearly inappropriate even
at higher airspeeds where the induced velocities become a smaller fraction of the total
sectional velocities.
Although neglecting certain components of the induced velocity and/or their distri-
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Figure 3.10: Effect of inflow and swirl velocities on the predicted thrust of the NACA
3-bladed propeller.
Figure 3.11: Effect of inflow and swirl velocities on the predicted power of the NACA
3-bladed propeller.
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Figure 3.12: Effect of inflow and swirl velocities on the predicted propulsive efficiency
of the NACA 3-bladed propeller.
butions results in overpredictions of thrust and power, reasonable efficiency predictions
may still be obtained. Propulsive efficiency, i.e., ηp = TV∞/P, may be insensitive to
overpredictions of thrust and power if they are both overpredicted by the same relative
amount. Figure 3.12, however, shows that this outcome is not the case, at least when the
induced velocity is completely removed from the calculations of inflow angle. If only the
swirl component, ui, of the induced flow is ignored, then the predictions are still in good
agreement with the measurements, but only for advance ratios lower than about 0.7.
Figure 3.13 helps to explain the sensitivity of the predictions to the induced flow
components. When the induced velocities are completely removed, the inflow angle at the
blade is the free-stream inflow angle φ∞ = tan−1(V∞/Ωy). In practice, φ is between φ∞
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Figure 3.13: Example of the distribution of inflow across the blade span. NACA 3-bladed
propeller at 315 kts.
and β across the entire blade, and approaches β near the tips because of the induced effects
of the tip vortices (i.e., no lift is generated at the blade tips). The assumption that φ = φ∞
results in overpredictions of the angles of attack, and consequently overpredictions of both
thrust and power occur. Ignoring only the swirl velocity, ui, also results in overpredictions
of sectional angle of attack, which in this case increase with increasing advance ratio. As
advance ratio increases, so also does the component of lift that is parallel to the plane
of rotation, which means that the inclusion of the swirl velocity becomes increasingly
important under these conditions.
Spanwise loadings were also calculated to gain further insight into the overall aero-
dynamic behavior of the propellers, and to check that the results from the modeling were
in accordance with physical expectations based on the sectional aerodynamic models. For
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Figure 3.14: Spanwise distributions of sectional lift coefficients on the NACA 3-bladed
propeller at three operating states.
example, Figs. 3.14–3.16 show the spanwise lift coefficients, thrust gradings, and power
gradings for the 3-bladed propeller at a specific blade pitch and for three different vehicle
advance ratios.
Under normal operating conditions the loadings over the blade are smooth, peaking
up toward the tip region. When operating closer to maximum thrust conditions, the blades
in this case can be seen to be stalled between radial stations 0.63R and 0.79R, as indicated
by the loss of sectional thrust and a corresponding increase in sectional power. For the
post-stall condition, the entire blade is stalled except for small regions near the root and
tip where the induced inflow is high. Interestingly enough, the stalled sections actually
experience a reduction in power required, which arises because of the large decreases in
the sectional components of induced drag at this stalled operating condition.
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Figure 3.15: Spanwise distributions of thrust on the NACA 3-bladed propeller at three
operating states.
Figure 3.16: Spanwise distributions of power on the NACA 3-bladed propeller at three
operating states.
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Figure 3.17: FM versus CT/σ for the VDTR concept.
3.2.2 Validation for the VDTR Proprotor
Relatively little published data are available that document measured proprotor per-
formance over the broad range of forward flight conditions that was used previously for
the NACA high-speed propellers. Wind tunnel tests of the 1/6-scaled proprotor of the
Sikorsky VDTR concept [28] are the only source of variable diameter proprotor data
available to date. As shown in Fig. 3.17, predictions obtained using the present model
were found to overpredict the figure of merit of the scaled VDTR proprotor in hover.
However, after being corrected for recirculation effects in the wind tunnel by subtracting
climb power increments from the measured power (see Ref. 28 for details), the measure-
ments agreed much better with the predictions.
A comparison of the predictions of propulsive efficiency against the measured data
is shown in Fig. 3.18. The model agrees with the measured data at lower values of thrust
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Figure 3.18: Propulsive efficiency versus CT/σ for the VDTR concept.
(or CT/σ), but overpredicts efficiency at higher levels of CT/σ. However, there remains
some concern as to whether the measured data for forward flight conditions is entirely cor-
rect and consistent. For example, some of the published data in Ref. 28 reports propulsive
efficiencies in excess of unity, which is obviously incorrect. To this end, further work must
be done to reconcile these particular experimental results before further comparisons of
the measurements with the modeling would be productive.
3.2.3 Validation with CR Vehicle Performance
To examine the ability of the proprotor model to calculate performance data when
coupled to an airframe, the model was validated against available performance charts for
a medium-lift tiltrotor [55]. Comparisons of the published data against predictions using
the present model for hover ceiling, cruise flight envelope, and payload/range are shown
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in Figs. 3.19 through 3.21. The airframe and wing characteristics, as well as the engine
and transmission operational states, were all estimated from the available data. Some of
the characteristics of this configuration are shown in Table 3.1. Recognizing that most of
the vehicle characteristics could only be estimated, the predictions made by the present
model were found to be in good agreement with the available data.
In the validation conducted for the medium-lift tiltrotor, atmospheric conditions
were modeled as functions of altitude to obtain the correct air density. In the International








where h is the altitude in feet and p0 = 2116.4 lb/ft
2 is the pressure at mean sea level
(MSL). Temperature in the standard atmosphere is a linear function of altitude and is
expressed as
T = 59−0.00357h (3.7)
where T is in ◦F and h is in feet. From Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7, the air density, ρ, can be calculated





where R is the gas constant for air, and is equal to 1,716.5 ft·lb/slug◦R. Although air
density in the standard atmosphere can be calculated directly as a function of altitude,
Eqs. 3.6–3.8 allow density to easily be found for instances where the temperature varies
from ISA conditions.
Some interesting general characteristics of CR vehicle performance are exposed in
these results. For the speed/density altitude flight envelope chart shown in Fig. 3.19, there
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Figure 3.19: Cruise flight envelope of the medium-lift tiltrotor.
is a knee in the curves at the high-speed boundaries, indicating by which mechanism
the maximum level flight speed of the aircraft becomes limited. At lower altitudes, the
maximum speed is limited by reaching the transmission torque limit. At higher altitudes,
the maximum speed of the aircraft becomes limited simply by the maximum continuous
(installed) power that is available from the engines.
The predictions for payload/range also show good agreement with the available
data, as shown in Fig. 3.20. The range predictions were generated according to the














where W0 is the initial gross weight and W1 is the weight after fuel is burned off. Vehicle
weight and the speed for best range both change during flight as fuel is burned off, making
the solution to Eq. 3.9 complicated because propulsive efficiency, SFC, and L/D are not
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Figure 3.20: Payload/range of the medium-lift tiltrotor.














where n is the number of divisions for total fuel weight; a higher value of n results in a
better approximation to the integral. Engine SFC was estimated at a fixed value of 0.35
lb hp−1hr−1 for the predictions in Fig. 3.20, but the results show the ability of the present
model to predict the power requirements and fuel burn in forward flight.
For the hover ceiling performance shown in Fig. 3.21, the knee in the predicted
curve delineates two performance limits: one at lower gross weights where the maximum
hovering altitude corresponds to the maximum thrust achievable by the proprotor before
it begins to stall, and one at higher gross weights where the hover ceiling is determined by
reaching a power limit. Such characteristics are not necessarily demonstrated by all CR
aircraft and/or proprotor designs, but they do show how the maximum hover altitude on a
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Figure 3.21: Hover ceiling of the medium-lift tiltrotor.
CR aircraft can be limited by two different mechanisms, depending on the vehicle gross
weight. The trades between solidity (to improve hovering performance at higher density
altitudes) and required engine power are considered later in Section 3.3.1.
Figure 3.22 shows the blade lift distributions for the medium-lift tiltrotor when at a
gross weight of 38,000 lb, where the maximum hover altitude is stall limited. As altitude
increases, the air density decreases, requiring higher lift coefficients to produce the same
thrust. There is a stalled region on the inboard area of the blade that becomes larger as
altitude increases and more blade sections begin to exceed their maximum lift coefficients.
As the hover ceiling is approached, a small section near the blade tip also begins to stall.
For the higher gross weights shown in Fig. 3.21, the power required exceeds the power
available before the proprotor experiences significant stall.
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Figure 3.22: Spanwise distribution of lift coefficients for the medium-lift tiltrotor. 38,000
lb gross weight. ISA conditions.
3.3 Parametric Studies
Parametric studies were performed to determine the effects of the various proprotor
blade design parameters on overall vehicle performance. While parametric variations of
the design trades needed for aspects of isolated proprotor performance are also useful,
ultimately the actual performance of any proprotor needs to be assessed in proper context
with the flight vehicle to which it is attached.
The results in this thesis are shown primarily for the Excalibur CR configuration
(Fig. 3.23), and also for the representative medium-lift tiltrotor considered previously,
where appropriate. The essential specifications for these aircraft have been given in Ta-
ble 3.1.
Variations in proprotor solidity, blade taper, number of blades, blade twist, rota-
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Figure 3.23: The University of Maryland’s Excalibur concept [56].
tional speed, diameter, blade tip sweep, and airfoil characteristics were all studied. Re-
sults were obtained for hover and forward flight over a range of vehicle airspeeds, includ-
ing those in the extended regions of the expected operational and/or vehicle performance
envelope. The calculations were all performed at the stated maximum vertical gross take-
off weight for each vehicle.
3.3.1 Solidity
The effects of proprotor solidity on the cruise propulsive efficiency and hover power
loading of the Excalibur concept are shown in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25, respectively. Solidity
in this case was varied by changing the blade chord while keeping the diameter of the
proprotor constant. Propulsive efficiency was clearly improved by decreasing the solidity,
while hovering efficiency was improved by increasing the solidity. These conflicting
characteristics illustrate one fundamental issue in CR design. In hover the blade sections
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are operating at angles of attack above those for their best lift-to-drag ratio, (Cl/Cd)max,
or in some cases too close to stall, i.e., at an angle of attack approaching the critical angle
of attack for a given sectional Mach number. Therefore, an increase in solidity allows
the blades to operate at lower angles of attack and lower lift coefficients to generate the
same thrust, which improves the power loading (i.e., the overall hovering efficiency) of
the proprotor.
In cruise, the proprotor is more lightly loaded relative to the hover condition (its
thrust may be an order of magnitude lower near the best vehicle L/D), and generally
the blades are operating at much lower average angles of attack (but not lower pitch an-
gles). A tiltrotor may have a vehicle L/D of 10 to 12, or even more if carefully designed.
Therefore, propulsive efficiency can benefit substantially by using lower values of solid-
ity, which decreases profile power requirements (induced losses are small in this case).
However, notice that decreasing solidity also decreases the airspeed at which blade stall
first begins, which occurs because there is less blade area available to produce thrust and
so overcome the drag of the aircraft at higher airspeeds.
Figure 3.26 shows the thrust margins for the Excalibur in the hover state. If solidity
becomes too low or the operating density altitude is too high, then the proprotor will
stall before producing enough thrust for the vehicle to hover. Recall that a proprotor
needs generous stall margins in hover because the proprotors are also used for control
and maneuver, e.g., there is a need for significant differential thrust between the two
proprotors.
Figure 3.27 further shows the thrust margins for this proprotor in cruise. It is appar-
ent that decreasing solidity not only reduces the maximum speed of the aircraft but also
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Figure 3.24: Effect of variations in solidity on the propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur.
Figure 3.25: Effect of variations in solidity on the hover power loading of the Excalibur.
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Figure 3.26: Effect of variations in solidity on the hover thrust margins of the Excalibur.
reduces the thrust margins when operating close to its maximum speed. Although the
attainable thrust margins in both hover and cruise modes are improved markedly by in-
creasing the solidity of the proprotor, sufficient power from the engine and/or sufficiently
high transmission torque limits must also be available to allow the desired thrust margins
from the proprotor to be achieved.
3.3.2 Blade Taper
The effect of blade taper ratio on cruise and hover performance is shown in Figs. 3.28
and 3.29 for the Excalibur. The results are all for a constant thrust-weighted solidity of
σe = 0.109 in cruise and σe = 0.0696 in hover. Thrust-weighted solidities provide a way
to compare proprotors with different blade planforms on the basis of the effect of plan-
form on thrust. They allow the effects of taper to be separated from the effects of varying
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Figure 3.27: Effect of variations in solidity on the cruise thrust margins of the Excalibur.





Clearly, the r2 term serves to weigh the solidities of the outboard blade sections more
heavily than those further inboard.
Notice in Figs. 3.28 and 3.29 that an increase in blade taper ratio results in small in-
creases in propulsive efficiency and modest improvements in power loading. Decreasing
the taper ratio allows higher forward speeds to be reached before blade stall occurs. How-
ever, these results are not necessarily the best indicator of the effects of taper on proprotor
performance because only the outboard region (i.e., r >0.84 with the blades extended) of
the blades is actually tapered; for the blade retraction mechanism to operate the inboard
sections must obviously be untapered.
A better CR vehicle to illustrate the effects of blade taper is the medium-lift tiltro-
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Figure 3.28: Effect of variations in blade taper ratio on the propulsive efficiency of the
Excalibur.
Figure 3.29: Effect of variations in blade taper ratio on the hover power loading of the
Excalibur.
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Figure 3.30: Effect of variations in blade taper ratio on the power loading of the represen-
tative medium-lift tiltrotor.
tor, results for which are shown in Fig. 3.30. For this vehicle, an increase in blade taper
ratio results in more significant improvements in hover power loading. Reviewing the
outcomes for the three CR configurations as a whole, increasing blade taper was found
to result in only small changes in propulsive efficiency but gave more moderate improve-
ments in hover performance. This outcome occurs because taper helps to decrease the
values of Cl inboard, and brings the sections closer to their best Cl/Cd ratios and away
from stall.
3.3.3 Blade Twist
Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show the effect of blade twist relative to the baseline used
for the Excalibur design. The use of different values of blade twist clearly makes a large
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Figure 3.31: Effect of variations in blade twist on the propulsive efficiency of the
Excalibur.
difference to both the propulsive efficiency and the hover power loading, and illustrates
another significant trade in proprotor design. Using more blade twist on the proprotor
allows the vehicle to fly faster and more efficiently, whereas less blade twist increases the
hovering efficiency. Although a decrease in blade twist in hover increases the altitude at
which the engine power limits are reached, it also decreases the density altitude at which
the proprotor begins to reach its stall limits.
3.3.4 Blade Tip Sweep
Figure 3.33 shows the effect of blade tip sweep on the propulsive efficiency of the
Excalibur concept. This blade has swept tips outboard of r = 0.84 in extended mode oper-
ation and outboard of r = 0.76 in retracted mode. Increasing tip sweep allows a moderate
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Figure 3.32: Effect of variations in blade twist on the hover power loading of the
Excalibur.
delay in the build up of compressibility effects. However, there is not enough available
power in this case to take advantage of delays in the onset of compressibility losses from
the use of tip sweep. To capitalize on any potential benefits of delayed compressibility
effects, the engines installed on this concept would need to be more powerful, but with
the trade of driving up the empty weight fraction of the vehicle and so reducing its useful
load (all other factors being held constant).
Figure 3.34 shows the effect of tip sweep on hover power loading. Increasing blade
tip sweep allows the aircraft to operate at higher altitudes where the speed of sound is
lower. However, as discussed previously, there is not enough available power in this case
to realize this benefit.
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Figure 3.33: Effect of variations in tip sweep on the propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur.
Figure 3.34: Effect of variations in tip sweep on the hover power loading of the Excalibur.
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Figure 3.35: Effect of number of blades on the propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur.
3.3.5 Number of Blades
The effect of number of blades on proprotor performance is shown in Figs. 3.35
and 3.36. Increasing the number of blades was found to give relatively small improve-
ments to both the hover and cruise efficiencies. Increasing the number of blades and,
therefore, decreasing the spacing between adjacent vortex elements in the wake of the
proprotor, will tend to reduce the tip-loss effects and so improve the overall performance
of the proprotor, albeit with progressively diminishing returns. For example, there seems
to be little aerodynamic advantage in using four versus three blades. This result does not
necessarily mean, however, that there would not be a preference for using a larger number
of blades for other reasons (e.g., dynamics, reducing vibrations, etc.).
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Figure 3.36: Effect of number of blades on the hover power loading of the Excalibur.
3.3.6 Rotational Speed
Results from the parametric study of proprotor rotational speed for the Excalibur
CR aircraft are shown in Figs. 3.37 and 3.38. Decreasing rotational speed clearly pro-
duces a significant increase in propulsive efficiency and delays the onset of compress-
ibility effects to higher maximum airspeeds. Figure 3.38, however, shows that reducing
rotational speed can have an adverse effect on hover performance (in this case, the hover
ceiling). It is also shown that increasing rotational speed decreases the hover ceiling at
lower gross weights, but can extend the hover ceiling to higher maximum gross weights.
In this regard, the increase in tip Mach number is a disadvantage at higher altitudes where
compressibility effects manifest earlier because of the somewhat lower speed of sound
(i.e., a = 1,117 fts−1 at MSL and a = 1,037 fts−1 at 20,000 ft).
While reducing the rotational speed of the proprotor can improve its propulsive
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Figure 3.37: Effect of rotational speed on the propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur.
Figure 3.38: Effect of rotational speed on the hover ceiling of the Excalibur.
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efficiency, it also increases the shaft torque for a given power requirement. Therefore,
the trades in efficiency need to be examined in conjunction with any transmission limits.
The representative medium-lift tiltrotor, in contrast to the Excalibur, has a relatively low
transmission limit compared to its available engine power, which is mainly an outcome
of the trade with vehicle weight.
Figure 3.39 shows that the highest aerodynamic efficiencies that are achievable by
this proprotor by the use of varying rotational speed are constrained by the transmis-
sion torque limits. However, improvements are obviously possible if higher transmission
torque limits were available, which must be traded against transmission weight. Reducing
the rotational speed of the proprotor may also become more feasible at higher altitudes
where the power available from the engine, rather than the torque on the transmission,
tends to be the limiting factor that determines vehicle performance.
Although decreasing rotational speed (or tip speed in general) can increase the max-
imum speed of a CR aircraft by delaying the onset of compressibility to higher airspeeds,
doing so also brings the proprotor closer to blade stall and decreases the proprotor thrust
margins. As airspeed increases, the operating margins of the proprotor become signifi-
cantly constrained between losses in performance from blade stall and the onset of com-
pressibility, i.e., the proprotor begins to approach the “coffin-corner” operating state that
was discussed in Ref. 26. In this regard, a “coffin-corner” can be reached when the bound-
aries between the onset of stall from changes in angle of attack and the onset of stall from
increases in Mach number (i.e., shock stall) become very small. Figure 3.40 shows the
upper and lower stall boundaries for variations in rotational speed, i.e., a reduction in
Clmax caused by compressibility at the upper boundary, and an increase in required lift co-
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Figure 3.39: Effect of rotational speed on the propulsive efficiency of the representative
medium-lift tiltrotor.
efficients at the lower boundary. Clearly, the range of feasible rotational speeds becomes
smaller (and ultimately vanishes) as airspeed increases and the proprotor operates further
into the “coffin-corner.”
Figure 3.41 shows the proprotor rotational speeds that result in the best propul-
sive efficiencies. These most efficient rotational speeds are bracketed between the stall
boundaries shown in Fig. 3.40, and tend to be located closer to the lower boundary.
3.3.7 Diameter
Figures 3.42 and 3.43 show the propulsive efficiency and hover ceiling of the Ex-
calibur when the diameter of its proprotor is varied. For this vehicle, reducing diameter
has a smaller effect on propulsive efficiency than does reducing the rotational speed. Fur-
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Figure 3.40: The range of feasible rotational speeds becomes increasingly constrained at
higher airspeeds. Data shown for the Excalibur at 15,000 ft ISA.
Figure 3.41: The rotational speed that results in the highest propulsive efficiency is a
function of airspeed. Data shown for the Excalibur at 15,000 ft ISA.
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Figure 3.42: Propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur across its range of proprotor diame-
ters.
thermore, the decrease in tip speed, coupled with the decrease in blade area, adversely
affects performance at lower cruise speeds where the induced drag on the wings is higher,
thus requiring higher thrust production from the proprotors. At these lower speeds, the
fully retracted state produces lower efficiency than in the partially retracted state. This
outcome occurs because to generate the required thrust some blade sections must operate
at less efficient section values of Cl/Cd and in some cases closer to stall. However, in-
creasing the diameter of the proprotor clearly improves the hover performance and gives
an ability to hover at higher density altitudes and at higher gross vehicle weights.
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Figure 3.43: Hover ceiling of the Excalibur across its range of proprotor diameters.
3.3.8 Maximum Lift Coefficient
The effect of the maximum attainable lift coefficient, Clmax , of the blade sections
on vehicle performance is shown in Figs. 3.44 and 3.45. In these calculations, it was
assumed that the values of Clmax could be adjusted independently while keeping constant
all of the other sectional airfoil characteristics. It is recognized, however, that such aero-
dynamic improvements may not be possible in practice. The propulsive efficiency curves
in Fig. 3.44 all follow the same behavior until, for a particular case, the blade sections
begin to exceed Clmax and the proprotor begins to stall. The power loading, as shown in
Fig. 3.45, is clearly improved at all operational density altitudes by increasing the maxi-
mum attainable lift coefficients of the airfoil sections.
Notice in Fig. 3.44 that even with a Clmax high enough to prevent blade stall at
very high airspeeds, the propulsive efficiency will reach a peak at a certain airspeed and
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Figure 3.44: Effect of Clmax on the propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur.
Figure 3.45: Effect of Clmax on the hover power loading of the Excalibur.
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Figure 3.46: Inflow angle versus vehicle advance ratio for the Excalibur.
then show a decrease with further increases in airspeed. This outcome occurs because as
advance ratio increases, the sectional lift vectors become inclined further away from the
rotational axis and so act to reduce propulsive capabilities. In this case, the propulsive
efficiency reaches its peak at about 380 kts.
Figure 3.46 shows how the inflow angle, which is equal to the angle between the
lift vector and the rotational axis (refer to Fig. 2.1), increases with both advance ratio and
distance inboard from the blade tips. Notice that at higher airspeeds, the mid-section of
the blade can reach an inflow angle of 45◦, i.e., the sectional lift contributes as much to
rotor torque as it does to thrust.
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Figure 3.47: Effect of Mdd on the propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur.
3.3.9 Drag Divergence Mach Number
Figures 3.47 and 3.48 show the effects of variations in Mdd on the cruise and hover
efficiencies of the Excalibur. As performed previously for Clmax , it has been assumed for
this study that Mdd can be varied while keeping all of the other airfoil characteristics con-
stant. Notice that the value of Mdd has little or no effect on vehicle performance as long
as it reaches a certain minimum threshold. The required value of Mdd is obviously higher
for forward flight operations than for hovering flight because of the higher helical section
velocities experienced in forward flight, and the need to limit the buildup of compress-
ibility over more substantial parts of the blade (they are not just limited to the tip region).
Figure 3.49 shows how the middle and inboard sections of the blade can reach relatively
high helical Mach numbers when the proprotor operates at higher airspeeds.
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Figure 3.48: Effect of Mdd on the hover power loading of the Excalibur.
Figure 3.49: Helical Mach number distribution as a function of airspeed.
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3.4 Alternative Efficiency Metrics
In the previous section, proprotor efficiency was expressed in terms of power load-
ing in hover and propulsive efficiency in forward flight. However, proprotor performance
can also be examined using alternative efficiency metrics; for example, figure of merit
may be used to compare relative hovering efficiency, as shown by Fig. 3.50, which sum-
marizes outcomes from the parametric study on solidity. Notice that figure of merit tends
to increase with density altitude. This outcome is in contrast to the trend shown with
hover power loading, which decreases with density altitude, as shown previously by the
results in Fig. 3.25.
The explanation for the foregoing behavior can be attributed to the definition of














From Eq. 3.12, it is apparent that figure of merit is inversely proportional to the square
root of the air density. The results in Fig. 3.50 are therefore misleading because, although
the power required to hover is greater at higher altitudes, the figure of merit increases with
altitude simply because the air density decreases. Figure of merit is particularly unsuitable
for examining the benefits of variations in rotor diameter because of the radius, R, in the
denominator of Eq. 3.12. This radius term causes the value of FM to increase or decrease
for no reason other than with variations in proprotor diameter. Therefore, the use of FM
as an efficiency metric must be considered carefully.
An alternative metric for evaluating cruise efficiency is the power loading in forward
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Figure 3.50: Parametric study of the effect of proprotor solidity on figure of merit.
flight, i.e., the ratio of vehicle gross weight to proprotor power required. Power loading













Figure 3.51 shows that the cruise power loading for the Excalibur peaks at 150 kts and
then sees a rapid reduction at higher airspeeds. However, this trend is also misleading
because, although power requirements increase substantially at higher airspeeds, the fact
that the aircraft is traveling at a high airspeed itself makes such operating conditions de-
sirable. Equation 3.13 indicates that the cruise power loading is dependent on the vehicle
lift-to-drag ratio (see Fig. 3.63 in Section 3.7). Propulsive efficiency, as shown previously
in Fig. 3.24, takes airspeed into account and is a much better efficiency metric in this
case. Productivity metrics, such as those discussed in Ref. 65, may also be useful for
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Figure 3.51: Parametric study of the effect of proprotor solidity on power loading in
forward flight.
quantifying aspects of flight performance.
3.5 Validation of the Optimizer
Many of the remaining results in this chapter were obtained using formal optimiza-
tion methods, as described in Section 2.8. The optimizer was validated to ensure that
it was able to correctly iterate to the optimum value of the objective function, i.e., the
highest values of proprotor aerodynamic efficiency. Figure 3.52 shows a validation of the
optimizer with three design variables for a representative proprotor with bilinear blade
twist. The curves represent parametric variations in the design variables from their op-
timum values. The efficacy of the optimizer is confirmed by the fact that the figure of
merit decreases when the design variables are varied in either direction from the values
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Figure 3.52: Validation of the optimizer for three design variables.
obtained from the optimizer.
Figure 3.53 shows a validation for six design variables, including a constraint to
keep the transmission power limit above a certain value (effectively a lower limit on
rotational speed). Again, the optimizer is validated by the fact that the power loading
cannot be improved by varying the design variables from their optimized values, with
the exception of rotational speed, which would encounter the constraint if lowered from
the optimized value. Notice that the power loading experiences a steep decrease if the
design variables are varied slightly in certain directions. This outcome occurs because
when optimizing for a single design point (in this case, hover efficiency at MSL ISA),
the resulting optimum configuration does not necessarily generate the needed thrust mar-
gins for off-design operation. When using an optimization approach to improve proprotor
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Figure 3.53: Validation of the optimizer for six design variables plus an inequality con-
straint.
performance, careful consideration must be given to the specific design point(s) being
optimized for, and how the results affect performance across the entire spectrum of flight
conditions.
To further illustrate the importance of the selection of the objective function, con-
sider the results in Fig. 3.54, which shows a series of hover ceilings that were obtained
by optimizing different design variables for hovering efficiency at 47,000 lb gross weight
and 5,000 ft density altitude. As shown, when outboard blade twist or rotational speed
are optimized to give the best hovering efficiency at this design point, performance at
higher altitudes is degraded and the hover ceiling is also decreased. Additionally, opti-
mizing solidity by itself results in a higher hover ceiling over the majority of the range of
gross weights than does optimizing all four of the design variables at once. A better strat-
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Figure 3.54: The effect on hover ceiling when the representative tiltrotor is optimized for
a single design point.
egy for improving proprotor efficiency is to optimize a weighted average of the separate
efficiencies at several different operating conditions.
3.6 Airfoil Requirements
As shown previously in the parametric studies, the choice of airfoils (and their
spanwise placement on the blade) is obviously an important consideration in the design
of all types of proprotor blades. To explore the effect that the choice of the airfoils has
on the performance of a CR aircraft, a formal optimization study was performed on the
airfoil selection process for the representative medium-lift tiltrotor. To this end, the values
of Clmax and Mdd were each represented as functions of the airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio
(t/c), which has a primary effect on both parameters.
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Figure 3.55: Effect of airfoil thickness on Clmax distribution for the assumed canonical
model.
Figure 3.55 shows how the Clmax distribution changes with t/c. For the optimization,
the blades were divided into twenty segments and the value of t/c for each segment was
adjusted to maximize one of three objective functions: propulsive efficiency, figure of
merit, and a balance between the maximum values of ηp and FM.
Figure 3.56 shows the outcomes from this optimization, which used a baseline air-
foil t/c of 0.12. Maximizing hover efficiency demands thicker airfoil sections near the
root so as to increase Clmax and hence prevent these root sections from stalling. The com-
promised twist inherent to most proprotors is the main reason that the blade root sections
operate at higher angles of attack in hover and so very high values of Clmax are needed
here to prevent stall. Maximizing both FM and ηp also requires a blade root section with
relatively high values of Clmax , which is also good for structural reasons. Near the tip,
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Figure 3.56: Airfoil thickness optimized for figure of merit, propulsive efficiency, and
both.
however, maximizing ηp demands significantly thinner blade sections, while maximizing
FM suggests that a smaller reduction in t/c needs to occur there.
The airfoil selection process also requires that hover and cruise performance be ex-
amined using the resulting t/c distributions from Fig. 3.56. Figure 3.57 shows the effect
of optimization of airfoil requirements on propulsive efficiency. The airfoil characteris-
tics in this case, only have an effect on the propulsive efficiency at higher forward speeds.
Interestingly, the compromised case shows better efficiency than when ηp is maximized
by itself; this is an outcome of optimizing propulsive efficiency for a single airspeed (i.e.,
315 kts in this case). However, improvements in airfoil properties lead only to modest
improvements in overall forward flight performance; the difference between the compro-
mised blade and the blade optimized for hover is a delay in the onset of compressibility
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Figure 3.57: The effect of airfoil requirement optimization on forward flight efficiency.
effects of only 9 kts of airspeed.
Figure 3.58 shows the effect that the optimization of airfoil requirements has on the
figure of merit of the proprotor. Optimizing for hover results in an increase in figure of
merit of about 0.03, although this value is still significant because it would represent a
2–6% increase in payload. Optimizing for forward flight not only decreases the figure
of merit, but also decreases the maximum operational altitude by about 2,500 ft. For
the most part, the case where the airfoil requirements were optimized for a compromise
between FM and ηp mirrors the results for when the blades were optimized for hover.
The only difference is a decrease in the maximum operational density altitude of 1,000
ft, indicating that the use of thinner airfoils near the tip only become a concern for the
compromised optimization at higher altitudes where higher Clmax values are needed to
avoid stall over the blade tip.
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Figure 3.58: The effect of airfoil requirement optimization on hover figure of merit.
Overall, the results in Figs. 3.57 and 3.58 show that, at least for this vehicle config-
uration, the best gains in overall performance can be made when the airfoils are optimized
for efficiency in hover rather than in forward flight.
3.7 Variable Tip Speed Operation
To further explore the effects of variable tip speed, a study was performed on the
representative medium-lift tiltrotor to optimize its performance by using either of the
VSPR and VDPR designs. A third “modified” VDPR design was also considered, which
is an approach where the total blade twist per radius is preserved when the diameter of the
proprotor is reduced; in practice this outcome can only be achieved by using a variable
twist mechanism. The assumed proprotor in this case had a bilinear blade twist and a
maximum tip speed reduction of 33%. For the VDPR concept, the inboard blade section
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(which is sheathed inside the outboard section during retraction) had a chord equal to 1/3
of the root chord of the main blade.
For the baseline and the VDPR cases, it was assumed that the shaft speed could
be reduced by 10% by using the power turbine alone; the shaft speed can be expected to
be reduced by at least this amount without significantly increasing engine SFC [34, 35].
The design variables used were diameter, rotational speed, root chord, taper ratio, inboard
and outboard twist, the radial position where twist changes, and the tip speed reduction.
The flight conditions considered were cruise at 15,000 ft density altitude and 280 kts, and
hovering flight at 6,000 ft density altitude.
The objective function needed for the optimization is not immediately apparent in
this case. It is not acceptable to use FM and ηp together (as was used in the airfoil
optimization study) because FM is dependent on diameter, and so the optimizer would
not necessarily try to maximize absolute hovering efficiency (i.e., the power loading).
Instead, a baseline proprotor design without variable tip speed was established to evaluate
the VSPR and VDPR designs. The objective function was selected to be the sum of the
ratio of the baseline cruise power to the cruise power and the ratio of the baseline hover
power to the hover power.
Figures 3.59 and 3.60 show the cruise and hover efficiencies for the optimized
variable tip speed proprotor designs. On one hand, the VSPR design offers large im-
provements in both propulsive efficiency and power loading over those of the baseline
proprotor, although it soon exceeds the transmission torque limits when its shaft speed is
reduced significantly in forward flight. On the other hand, the VDPR design gives lower
propulsive efficiencies than for the baseline design. While this concept also achieves
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Figure 3.59: Propulsive efficiency for the optimized variable tip speed proprotor designs
.
higher power loadings than for the baseline, it does so at the expense of a lower hovering
efficiency at higher altitudes. The results for the modified VDPR are much better than for
the standard VDPR, indicating that the performance degradation shown with the VDPR
design is largely attributable to the reduction in effective blade twist when the diameter
of the proprotor is reduced.
Similar trends to those shown for the medium-lift tiltrotor were also found for a pro-
protor that is representative of the proposed Large Civil Tilt Rotor (LCTR) convertible-
rotor concept. Figure 3.61 shows the peak propulsive efficiency of the LCTR concept as
a function of airspeed, and Fig. 3.62 shows the propulsive efficiency when the thrust on
the proprotors is determined by the vehicle drag by using Eq. 3.5. These results were not
obtained through an optimization analysis as was performed for the medium-lift tiltro-
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Figure 3.60: Hover power loading for the optimized variable tip speed proprotor designs.
tor, but simply by taking the baseline proprotor and reducing both its diameter and its
rotational speed. As before, varying diameter gives a lower propulsive efficiency than
varying rotational speed. However, unlike the outcomes found for the medium-lift tiltro-
tor, a VDPR design improves forward flight performance over that of the baseline, as
shown in Fig. 3.62.
The foregoing comparison of the reduced tip speed methods for the medium-lift
tiltrotor and the LCTR should not be taken to imply that reducing the rotational (shaft)
speed is always the preferred approach to design. The LCTR concept, in particular, was
designed specifically from the outset to exploit the benefits of reduced rotational speed in
forward flight, so it is not surprising that this approach produces the best performance in
this case. The parametric studies shown previously for the Excalibur, which is a VDPR
design, indicate that reducing diameter is also a viable method for improving proprotor
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Figure 3.61: Effect of reduced tip speed methods on the peak propulsive efficiency of the
LCTR.
Figure 3.62: Effect of reduced tip speed methods on the propulsive efficiency of the
LCTR.
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Figure 3.63: Vehicle lift-to-drag ratios for the Excalibur and representative medium-lift
tiltrotor.
performance. Compared to the medium-lift tiltrotor, the Excalibur has much higher max-
imum and overall L/D ratios, as shown in Fig. 3.63. It seems that CR aircraft that can
attain relatively low values of L/D compared to turboprop airplanes will have little to
gain by using a VDPR concept because the combination of relatively higher thrust and
smaller blade area in forward flight causes the proprotor to operate at lower propulsive
efficiencies.
The importance of vehicle L/D in determining the advantages of the VSPR versus












Higher thrust and lower tip speeds increase the blade loading coefficient, forcing the pro-
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protor to operate with larger blade section angles of attack to obtain the required thrust.
For a proprotor in forward flight, operation at higher angles of attack generally leads to
improved values of propulsive efficiency; however, angles that are too high can reduce
efficiency or cause the blade sections to stall. Notice that CT/σ is proportional to 1/Ω2
and to 1/R3, i.e., achieving a lower tip speed by reducing diameter results in a consider-
ably higher blade loading coefficient than would be obtained by reducing rotational speed.
Clearly, a variable diameter CR aircraft with relatively poor L/D may have inferior cruise
performance because of an excessively high blade loading coefficient, resulting in higher
and more inefficient angles of attack during normal operation. This behavior is shown
in Fig. 3.64 for the Sikorsky VDTR concept, which can reduce its diameter by 33% for
forward flight. Clearly, a reduction in diameter is much less attractive at higher thrust
levels.
3.8 Variable Blade Twist
Variable blade twist is another way of improving proprotor performance by obviat-
ing the need to compromise the twist rate between the hover and cruise modes of flight
operation. As noted in Section 3.3.3, less blade twist is beneficial for improving hover
performance, while higher levels of twist are beneficial for improving forward flight effi-
ciency. The extent to which the blade twist becomes compromised between the hover and
cruise flight modes is mostly a function of the design cruise speed. As shown in Fig. 3.65,
the optimized blade twist for forward flight may actually approach the twist needed for
best hovering efficiency when the design cruise speed is increased to higher values. In this
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Figure 3.64: Propulsive efficiency for the 1/6-scaled Sikorsky VDTR, while varying di-
ameter and thrust. MSL ISA.
example, the blade twist needed for forward flight better matches the ideal twist needed
for hover over the outboard section of the blade when the desired cruise speed is increased
from 300 kts to 450 kts.
In general, the ideal blade twist needed for different airspeeds will be fairly similar
over the outboard region of the blade, but will differ more significantly inboard; this out-
come indicates that the main downside to operating at off-design airspeeds is the propen-
sity of the inboard sections of the blade to stall.
To explore the benefits of a proprotor that can change its twist during flight, an opti-
mization study was performed on the representative medium-lift tiltrotor. The procedure
was similar to that described previously in Section 3.7. The proprotor, with an assumed
bilinear twist, was optimized to give balanced performance between hover at 6,000 ft ISA
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Figure 3.65: Hover and cruise modes demand significantly different blade twist distribu-
tions for efficient proprotor operation.
and cruise at 15,000 ft ISA; several design cruise speeds were examined. The proprotor
geometry was allowed to be completely optimized, with the flexibility of allowing the in-
board and outboard blade twist to be different for hover and for forward flight. A baseline
case was also considered where the blade twist was held constant.
Figure 3.66 shows the resulting blade twists when a variable twist proprotor is opti-
mized for different design cruise speeds. Notice that efficient operation in forward flight
requires significantly higher blade twist than is required for efficient hover performance.
Also notice that the smallest difference between the blade twist in hover and cruise occurs
at the lowest and highest design cruise speeds; this outcome reinforces the concept shown
in Fig. 3.65, i.e., the ideal blade twist for forward flight differs most from the ideal blade
twist for hover at an airspeed of about 250–300 kts.
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Figure 3.66: Variable twist proprotors need greater blade twist in cruise than in hover.
Figures 3.67 and 3.68 show the cruise and hover efficiencies for variable twist pro-
protors with different design cruise speeds. Notice that in this study, it was assumed
that the proprotor could transition between two discrete twist distributions; in reality, a
variable twist proprotor may be able to gradually vary its blade twist across a range of dis-
tributions using the methods discussed in Section 1.4. Clearly, at lower design airspeeds
a proprotor with variable twist capabilities can realize greater overall performance by im-
proving hover efficiency at the expense of cruise efficiency. At higher design airspeeds,
more performance benefits can be obtained by improving cruise efficiency at the expense
of some hovering efficiency. Notice, however, that although a variable twist proprotor can
increase the propulsive efficiency at higher airspeeds, the maximum speed of the aircraft
is still ultimately limited by the onset of compressibility losses; in this case, compressibil-
ity effects cause the propulsive efficiency to drop sharply at roughly 360 kts, regardless of
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Figure 3.67: Propulsive efficiency for the optimized variable twist proprotors.
the blade twist selected. In general, however, a variable twist proprotor blade can achieve
significant improvements over the baseline proprotor.
Compared to the variable tip speed proprotors shown previously in Figs. 3.59 and 3.60,
a variable twist proprotor tends to achieve higher hover efficiencies when optimized for
reaching a compromise between hover and cruise modes of flight operation. This out-
come indicates that a proprotor with variable blade twist may be preferable to a variable
tip speed design if hover efficiency is the most important design goal. However, by delay-
ing the onset of adverse compressibility effects, variable tip speed designs can apparently
achieve higher propulsive efficiencies at higher airspeeds than can a variable twist design.
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The effects of proprotor design parameters and operational characteristics on both
hovering and forward flight performance have been examined in this thesis. A new
methodology, based on blade element momentum theory, was developed to predict pro-
protor and convertible-rotor vehicle performance characteristics over a wide range of op-
erating conditions, including forward flight at very high advance ratios and tip Mach
numbers up to supersonic. The methodology was validated against performance mea-
surements for high-speed propellers and proprotors, and also against published flight per-
formance data for a contemporary tiltrotor aircraft. A series of parametric studies and
optimization studies were performed to help generate a deeper understanding of propro-
tor aerodynamics and methods that could be used for improving proprotor efficiency. The
effects on performance and efficiency that were produced by variable tip speed and vari-
able twist operations were examined in detail.
A main contribution of this research to the knowledge on proprotor aerodynamics
is the extensive validation of the predictive model against experimental measurements.
The validation is more comprehensive than what has been performed in any work, and
establishes a strong level of confidence in the model to predict the aerodynamic loads on
proprotors or propellers in forward flight. Another important contribution is the extent of
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the parametric studies and optimization studies, which demonstrate clearly the effects of
different geometric and operational parameters on proprotor efficiency, both in hover and
forward flight. The benefits of different methods for significantly improving proprotor
performance are compared and contrasted; these results should serve as a springboard for
future proprotor work.
4.2 Specific Conclusions
The following conclusions have been drawn from the studies conducted in this re-
search:
1. The blade element momentum theory with “large angle” modifications was shown
to be able to model the thrust and power characteristics of high speed propellers in
forward flight. The inclusion of the swirl velocity into the calculations was found to
be necessary to obtain satisfactory predictions of the propulsive efficiency at higher
values of advance ratio, especially closer to unity.
2. Decreasing the solidity of the proprotor produced significant improvements in propul-
sive efficiency at the expense of degraded hover performance and reduced stall mar-
gins. Reductions in solidity also caused the proprotor to stall at lower forward
speeds as propulsive thrust demands increased to overcome vehicle drag. However,
using blade twist values that were more suitable for forward flight conditions (rather
than hover) helped to delay the onset of blade stall to higher airspeeds.
3. Increased blade twist generally improved propulsive efficiency while decreasing
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hover efficiency. There appeared to be no single optimum blade twist that simulta-
neously maximized both hovering efficiency and propulsive efficiency, except if the
proprotor were to be designed for extremely high advance ratios, which in this case
means that the needed twist distributions become more and more similar. Com-
pared to the effects of varying twist and solidity, the effects of blade taper and num-
ber of blades appeared to have a secondary significance on performance. In some
cases, however, more blade taper was shown to moderately improve the hovering
efficiency of the proprotor.
4. As a proprotor becomes increasingly optimized for best propulsive efficiency, its
design must be balanced between losses in performance from blade stall and losses
from the onset of compressibility. Adequate margins must also be allowed for so as
to avoid a “coffin-corner” operating state, which is where small excursions in op-
erating conditions may cause a catastrophic loss of thrust, rapid increases in power
required, and an overall performance degradation. In this respect, there is a neces-
sary trade between the attainable propulsive efficiency and the stall margins when
flying near these constrained operating states.
5. Optimization of the airfoil requirements for cruise conditions resulted in only small
improvements in performance, namely small increases in maximum attainable air-
speed. More significant gains in overall proprotor performance can be obtained by
focusing airfoil design efforts toward meeting hovering flight requirements, espe-
cially for the inboard sections of the blade where very high maximum lift coeffi-
cients are generally required on proprotors.
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6. Variable tip speed proprotor designs were shown to give large improvements in per-
formance in both hovering and cruise modes of flight operation. The results sug-
gested that a variable speed proprotor (VSPR) will have better performance char-
acteristics than a variable diameter proprotor (VDPR). The main drawback to the
VDPR concept is the reduction in effective blade twist when the blades are retracted
inward for forward flight operation, coupled with the reduction in blade area. How-
ever, the VDPR concept becomes more attractive as the required thrust for forward
flight decreases, i.e., with improvements to the vehicle lift-to-drag ratio. Ultimately,
the preference for either of the VSPR or VDPR designs will depend on the vehicle
to which the proprotor is attached, but the VSPR design appears to be the preferred
choice for CR aircraft that achieve lower overall lift-to-drag ratios.
7. Variable twist proprotor concepts can also give large improvements in performance
over that of a baseline design, i.e., a proprotor where blade twist is compromised
between hover and forward flight requirements. The exact performance benefits
depend greatly on the cruise speed that the blade twist needs to be optimized for.
Variable twist designs can provide increased propulsive efficiencies at higher air-
speeds, although the maximum airspeed is ultimately limited by the tip speed used
on the proprotor. Raising the maximum attainable airspeed of the proprotor even
higher requires significantly reduced tip speed operations so as to delay the onset
of compressibility effects.
8. Ultimately, significant improvements to proprotor efficiency may not be practically
achieved by using fixed blade geometries and rotational speeds that are unchanged
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(or only changed slightly) between hover and forward flight modes of operation. To
maximize the aerodynamic performance in both flight modes, it will be necessary
to have full authority over the tip speed, solidity, and blade twist during flight.
Such a proprotor design may be prohibitively complex and expensive, and perhaps
difficult to practically realize. Nevertheless, the desired quantum improvements in
performance of future proprotors may only be realized with designs that incorporate
full authority over at least one or perhaps two of the critical parameters that affect
its performance.
4.3 Suggestions for Future Work
This thesis has described a methodology for predicting the aerodynamic loads on
proprotors in hover and in forward flight at high advance ratios. This predictive model has
been used to explore some key characteristics of proprotor performance, and to demon-
strate the benefits of different potential methods for improving proprotor efficiency. How-
ever, there are subjects that could be addressed by future work to gain a further under-
standing of the aerodynamic performance, efficiency, and design trades needed with ad-
vanced proprotors.
The following suggestions are offered:
1. There is a need for further validation of the model against experimental measure-
ments for proprotors at operating conditions representative of both current and ex-
pected CR aircraft technology, i.e., advance ratios from 0.25–1.3, airspeeds up to
400 kts, and helical tip Mach numbers approaching supersonic. There is a relative
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dearth of comprehensive wind-tunnel data for proprotors in forward flight; the most
useful validations of the model described in this thesis were against measurements
of high-speed propellers. Additional comprehensive wind-tunnel measurements of
proprotors, and covering a wide range of operating conditions, would allow for val-
idations more applicable to a model for proprotor aerodynamics and so increase the
predictive confidence with the present model and with other models.
2. Validation with measurements shown in the present work indicated that the model
has more limited predictive capabilities at lower blade chord Reynolds numbers.
More work will be required to determine the range of Reynolds numbers over which
the model has the best and most robust predictive capabilities, and how (perhaps)
to modify the model to improve its effectiveness at lower chord Reynolds numbers.
This will be a necessary step before the model can be used to confidently predict
blade loadings for smaller-scale proprotors, such as those on unmanned CR aircraft.
3. In the present work, optimization studies were performed for proprotor concepts
with variable tip speed and variable blade twist. In these studies, it was assumed
that each parameter could only be altered between two discrete values, one for
hover and one for cruise. In reality, it may be possible to achieve a design where
the proprotor diameter, rotational speed, or blade twist are continuously varied.
With such a design, a proprotor may be able to reach significantly improved levels
of performance by judicious tuning of its shape or rotational speed, depending on
the airspeed and atmospheric conditions. Future work could examine continuously
variable proprotor designs in more detail, and so determine if they will provide
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significant benefits over designs that can vary shape and/or operating state only
between two discrete values. For a proprotor with variable blade twist, two types
of continuously variable twist could be considered: one where the blade twist rate
is coupled to the proprotor rotational speed (such as might be achieved structurally
through an extension-twist-coupling effect), or one where the blade twist can be set
by inputs specified by the pilot or a flight control or vehicle management system
(such as might be achieved using shape memory alloys).
4. The optimization studies performed in the present work used relatively simple ob-
jective functions as metrics to describe proprotor performance; typically, cruise and
hover efficiencies at specific design points were given equal weighting. This ap-
proach demonstrated the usefulness of optimization techniques for proprotor design
and has generated some interesting results. However, future work should use objec-
tive functions that are more representative of expected CR aircraft mission profiles.
For example, objective functions that minimize total fuel burn for an allotted hover
duration, range, and time spent at best endurance speed, with constraints being re-
quired on stall margins, could provide some interesting results that will expose the
potential capabilities of future CR aircraft.
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Appendix A





where the reference area is the rotor disk area A (= πR2)and the reference speed is the










Notice that because power is related to torque by P = ΩQ, then numerically CP ≡ CQ.
It is important to note that the US customary definition of the thrust, torque and power
coefficients is different to that used in some parts of the world (mainly in Britain, most of
















This means that the values of thrust, torque and power coefficients are all a factor of two
greater than the values obtained with the US customary definition.
In propeller theory, the values of CT , CP are defined differently to those used for
helicopter rotors. In this regard, all of the early NACA literature on propeller contain
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measurements of performance coefficients that are determined using the following defini-
tions, and caution should be used when manipulating any data. For the thrust coefficient





where n is the rotational speed of the propeller in revolutions per second, and D is the
propeller diameter. Notice that C′T has been used to distinguish the value of the coefficient
from the one used in the helicopter definition. Similarly, the propeller power and torque










Proceeding further by noting that
Ω = 2πn (4.10)
and
D = 2R (4.11)

























CT (= 7.75CT ) (4.13)
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CP (= 24.35CP) (4.15)
























CQ (= 3.876CQ) (4.17)
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Appendix B
This appendix contains a paper from the Proceedings of the 68th Annual Forum of
the American Helicopter Society, and serves as an abridged version of the information
contained within this thesis.
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Aerodynamic Design Optimization of Proprotors
for Convertible-Rotor Concepts
Conor Stahlhut∗ J. Gordon Leishman†
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Trades in the aerodynamic design of proprotors to power convertible-rotor aircraft have been exam-
ined. The most important design challenges are to maximize overall aerodynamic efficiency in both
hover and forward flight, as well as preserving adequate stall margins for maneuvering flight. To bet-
ter assess proprotor performance, a new formulation of the blade element momentum theory for high-
speed propellers and proprotors was developed. The approach uses an efficient and robust numerical
method to solve simultaneously for the axial and swirl induced velocity components. The efficacy of the
approach was validated against measurements of the performance of two NACA high-speed propellers
at advance ratios up to 2.5 and tip Mach numbers up to supersonic conditions. The importance of
calculating accurately the swirl component of the induced velocity is emphasized. Parametric studies
and design optimization studies were performed for different convertible rotor aircraft platforms with
the end goal of developing a better understanding of the tradeoff that would be needed for the devel-
opment of advanced proprotors to power such aircraft. The effects that solidity, diameter, rotational
speed, blade twist and taper, number of blades, tip sweep, and airfoil characteristics have on proprotor
performance were all explored. Particular importance was given to proprotors with variable tip speed,
and the relative advantages of variable diameter versus variable rotational shaft speed concepts.
Nomenclature
a Speed of sound
A Rotor disk area
AR Wing aspect ratio
c Blade chord
Cd Sectional drag coefficient
CD0 Average zero-lift drag coefficient
Cl Sectional lift coefficient
Clα Sectional lift curve slope
CP Rotor power coefficient, = P/ρAΩ3R3
CT Rotor thrust coefficient, = T/ρAΩ2R2
D Drag
e Oswald’s spanwise efficiency factor
fe Effective parasitic drag area
F Prandtl’s tip-loss factor
FM Figure of merit
L Sectional lift
ṁ Mass flow rate through rotor annulus
M Mach number
Mdd Drag divergence Mach number
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†Minta Martin Professor. email: leishman@umd.edu
Presented at the 68th Annual Forum of the American Helicopter
Society, Fort Worth, TX, May 1–3, 2012. Copyright c©2012 by
Stahlhut & Leishman. All rights reserved. Published by the AHS
International with permission.
Nb Number of blades
r Nondimensional radial position, = y/R
R Rotor radius
P Rotor power
q∞ Free-stream dynamic pressure
sp Distance between vortex sheets in rotor wake
S Wing area
T Rotor thrust
ui Induced swirl velocity at rotor disk
uw Induced swirl velocity in rotor wake
U Sectional resultant velocity
UP Sectional out-of-plane velocity, = V∞ +wi
UT Sectional in-plane velocity, = Ωy−ui
V∞ Free-stream velocity or true airspeed
Vi Resultant induced velocity at rotor disk
Vw Resultant induced velocity in rotor wake
wi Induced axial velocity at rotor disk
ww Induced axial velocity in rotor wake
W Vehicle weight
y Distance along blade from rotor axis
α Angle of attack




λ Inflow ratio, = UP/ΩR
λi Induced inflow ratio, = wi/ΩR
Λ Tip sweep angle
µ Advance ratio, = V∞/ΩR
ξ Azimuthal flow ratio, = UT/ΩR
ξi Induced azimuthal flow ratio, = ui/ΩR
ρ Air density
σ Solidity, = Nbc/πR
φ Inflow angle
φ∞ Free-stream inflow angle, = tan−1(V∞/Ωy)
Ω Rotational speed
Introduction
Demanding military and civil vertical lift requirements of-
ten lead to the consideration of hybrid, convertible ro-
tor (CR) aircraft concepts such as tiltrotors and tiltwings
(Refs. 1–6). In principle, CR aircraft can take off vertically
like a helicopter, convert, and then fly at forward speeds
approaching those of turboprop airplanes. CR aircraft rely
on one or two pairs of rotor-propeller concepts, called pro-
protors, to sustain flight. When tilted level the proprotors
provide lift to overcome aircraft weight and allow for hov-
ering flight, and when tilted forward the proprotors provide
propulsion with the lift being carried on a fixed-wing.
The numerous challenges encountered during the de-
sign of CR aircraft mean that in practice they can become
rather compromised aircraft, severe design trades often ad-
versely impacting their desired fight capabilities, e.g., see
Refs. 7–11. While CR aircraft may not necessarily ever
attain the high levels of hovering efficiency of helicopters
or reach the same speed, payload, and range capabilities
of airplanes, they offer the ability to vertically lift payload
to greater distances and at higher cruise speeds than he-
licopters. Civil CR aircraft concepts also continue to be
examined to meet certain regional transportation require-
ments (Refs. 11, 12), where they may be able to operate
closer to city centers and help to reduce congestion at larger
hub airports. However, even if they are technically realiz-
able, it is the economics of operation and passenger accep-
tance that will be the ultimate tests for a civil CR aircraft.
The two primary CR configurations are the tiltrotor and
tiltwing, although other varieties of the CR concept have
been proposed (Ref. 13). With a tiltrotor, the proprotors
are tilted relative to the wing to convert between hover and
cruise modes of operation. On a tiltwing, both the wings
and the rotors are tilted together in unison. From an aero-
dynamic perspective, tiltrotors generally have a lower hov-
ering efficiency because of the aerodynamic download and
other flow interactions on the airframe produced by the
wakes from the proprotors. Tiltwing aircraft experience
lower download penalties and interactional effects, but they
can show adverse susceptibility to crosswinds and ground
effect conditions when in helicopter or transition mode.
During conversion from helicopter to airplane mode op-
eration, tiltwings tend to have narrower conversion corri-
dors to avoid aeroelastic instabilities such as pylon whirl
flutter (Ref. 14). Tiltwings also have a structural advan-
tage over tiltrotors because they can be designed with thin-
ner and more aerodynamically efficient wings for cruising
flight (Ref. 1). In practice, however, the tiltrotor configu-
ration has been a preferred design option, with the military
V-22 Osprey and the civil AW-609 being the only two CR
aircraft currently flying.
Proprotors are required to have high levels of aero-
dynamic performance over much broader ranges of flight
conditions than would be encountered with either a heli-
copter rotor or with a propeller. Consequently, their per-
formance can become compromised between their two pri-
mary modes of operation (Refs. 15–19). For example, a
proprotor operating in hover is generally less efficient than
a helicopter rotor (i.e., lower power loading and lower fig-
ure of merit), and a proprotor operating in forward flight is
typically less efficient than a propeller (i.e., lower propul-
sive efficiency). In hover, the proprotors provide thrust to
match the weight of the vehicle (plus any airframe down-
load), and generous blade areas and higher tip speeds are
needed. In cruise mode, the thrust must only overcome the
drag of the aircraft; good propulsive efficiency requires low
profile losses and the minimization of adverse compress-
ibility effects, which demands the use of less blade area and
lower tip speeds. Blade twist is also a trade between the
two primary modes of flight operation, with significantly
less blade twist being needed in hover to avoid reducing
the stall margins; generous stall margins are always needed
with proprotors so that they can provide the aircraft with
sufficient control and maneuverability at low airspeeds.
Therefore, it is not unexpected that a proprotor designed
for high cruise speeds, which unlike a propeller must have
good static thrust efficiency, will be more difficult to design
to avoid significantly compromised levels of performance.
It has been suggested that the productivity of a civil tiltro-
tor will be maximized at cruise speeds of between 360 to
380 kts (Ref. 24), which is near the speeds of contemporary
turboprop airplanes. However, the compendium of results
shown in Fig. 1 suggests that there are substantial improve-
ments to be realized if new generations of proprotors are to
approach the propulsive efficiencies of the best propellers,
especially at cruise speeds in excess of 350 kts. Therefore,
increasing the efficiency of CR aircraft at airspeeds where
contemporary turboprop aircraft currently fly will be crit-
ical for establishing their performance and economic via-
bility as civil transport vehicles. Reaching this goal clearly
sets down many technical challenges, aerodynamic and oth-
erwise.
Another aspect of the design of proprotors is the need
to include high levels of robustness for off-design opera-
tions (Ref. 25). To this end, the proprotor design must
include good operating margins to allow for maneuvers,
gusts, altitude effects, vehicle empty weight growth, and
uncertainties in aerodynamic prediction. The robustness
Fig. 1: Measurements of the propulsive efficiencies
of propellers and proprotors as a function of forward
speed. The lines shown represent the estimated envelope
of maximum efficiency for each concept. (Results are
from various published sources including NACA, NASA
and the RAE, e.g., Refs. 20–23.)
in design philosophy applies particularly to proprotors be-
cause of higher overall uncertainties in their predicted per-
formance compared to either helicopter rotors or to airplane
propellers. Specifically, the proprotors must achieve high
efficiencies and good operating margins even if the perfor-
mance of the vehicle to which they are attached has been
overestimated. To this end, design parameters such as disk
loading, solidity, twist, and rotational speed, all need to
be balanced between the performance requirements of both
hovering and high-speed forward flight.
One approach to significantly increasing the perfor-
mance of CR aircraft is to judiciously control the tip speed
of the proprotors by varying either their rotational speed
or diameter, or perhaps both together. Variable speed pro-
protor (VSPR) or variable diameter proprotor (VDPR) con-
cepts can significantly delay the onset of compressibility ef-
fects to higher forward speeds by reducing the helical Mach
numbers on the blades as airspeed increases. On one hand,
the VSPR concept uses a gearbox to reduce the rotational
speed, which maintains engine speed and propulsive effi-
ciency. The so-called Optimum Speed Tilt Rotor (OSTR)
is one type of VSPR design that allows for continuously
variable rotational speeds to better optimize aerodynamic
efficiency over the flight envelope (Ref. 26). On the other
hand, the VDPR concept maintains shaft speed and uses a
retraction mechanism to draw the blades in toward the hub
(Refs. 27–29). After retraction, the blade root is sheathed
inside the outboard blade sections, reducing the blade area.
However, in either case, reducing tip speed by too much
can erode the compressibility/stall margins for the propro-
tor and produce a “coffin-corner” effect (Ref. 25) similar to
that experienced on high performance airplanes at transonic
speeds and high altitudes. This latter problem is known to
occur on some propellers, which can have very narrow op-
erating margins near their peak propulsive efficiency, e.g.,
Refs. 30, 31.
The ability to confidently achieve better design compro-
mises with proprotors will be fundamental to realizing fu-
ture CR aircraft concepts that can operate at higher cruise
speeds, have increased flight range, and offer better pay-
loads. At the very least, achieving much better hovering
efficiency (i.e., higher power loading approaching the val-
ues for a helicopter) simultaneously with better cruise ef-
ficiency (i.e., approaching the values of efficiency of con-
temporary turboprop-powered airplanes) must be a funda-
mental goal. In this regard, it is not necessarily inevitable
that the proprotor that subsequently materializes is as much
of an aerodynamic compromise as it has been in the past.
While at least some compromises in proprotor performance
may still be inevitable, they obviously cannot be allowed to
manifest as unanticipated shortcomings in aircraft flight ca-
pabilities. Ultimately, it may be that the judicious tuning of
vehicle speed, proprotor tip speed, blade pitch (perhaps also
blade twist), and engine power setting by a vehicle man-
agement system will be needed to extract the best levels of
performance from future CR aircraft.
The foregoing design challenges can only be solved suc-
cessfully by using modeling tools with properly verified
predictive capabilities (Ref. 25). To this end, the present
paper discusses a numerically efficient approach that can be
used to predict proprotor performance over broad ranges of
operating conditions. The model is validated against wind-
tunnel data for high-speed propellers, as well as against
published performance data for CR aircraft. It is then used
within the framework of a formal optimization approach to
investigate trades in the various design parameters as they
will affect both the hovering and propulsive performance
of the proprotor. The sensitivity of the resulting levels of
performance to the design parameters was also examined.
The overall goal of the work was to develop a model-
ing framework to expeditiously find the blade and propro-
tor designs that would give the highest levels of efficiency
to meet the requirements of the vehicle, as well as the con-
straints imposed by practical flight operations. The results
show that there are still many challenges in proprotor de-
sign but also exciting opportunities in the development of
proprotors with substantially improved capabilities that can
be used to power new generations of CR aircraft.
Methodology
Validated mathematical models can be used to help under-
stand the limiting performance issues encountered by pro-
protors and to expose the levels of performance expected
from new proprotor designs. To this end, validation with
measurements of propeller and/or proprotor performance
characteristics over appropriately broad ranges of operating
conditions is critical.
The method used in the present work is a new develop-
ment of the well-known blade element momentum theory
(BEMT), but specifically formulated for propellers and pro-
protors. In general, the BEMT is mathematically parsimo-
nious and computationally expedient, but has been previ-
ously validated only to a limited extent for propellers and
proprotors (Refs. 18, 25, 32). The BEMT combines the
principles of the blade element and momentum theory ap-
proaches of lift (Refs. 33–36). The sectional aerodynam-
ics are modeled using tables of coefficients, for which sev-
eral optional sets of airfoils can be incorporated. In the
present work, the BEMT approach was formally general-
ized to large angles and included a better method for simul-
taneously solving for the inflow and swirl induced velocity
components in the wake.
Large Angle Approach
Figure 2 shows the angles, velocities, and force vectors act-
ing on a blade element of a proprotor. The airfoil sections,
which are at pitch angles β to the rotor plane, are at effec-
tive angles of attack α to the local flow, which has a relative
velocity of U to the blade sections. The blade pitch varies
along the span of the blade, and is normally defined relative
to the zero-lift angle of the airfoil(s) being used. The out-of-
plane velocity component, UP, is the sum of the forward ve-
locity, V∞, and the induced axial velocity, wi. The in-plane
velocity component, UT , is the difference between the rota-
tional tangential speed, Ωy, and the induced swirl velocity,
ui. All of the velocity components are defined with respect
to the leading edge of the blade, which may be swept with
respect to a spanwise reference axis. It is apparent that the
inflow angle, φ, is affected by both the wi and ui compo-
nents of the induced velocity.
For a proprotor in high-speed forward flight the inflow
angles can be large, often exceeding 45◦ near the blade tips.
Therefore, the lift vectors on the blade sections may induce
flow velocities in the in-plane direction that are even greater
than the inflow components, so both the thrust and torque
components will determine the induced flow field. The ap-
proach used in the present study differs from the classical
approach in three ways: 1. The removal of all small angle
assumptions, 2. Formal inclusion of the in-plane or swirl
velocity components, and 3. A large angle modification to
the classic Prandtl tip loss function.
Without using any small angle assumptions, the incre-




































ξ2 +λ2 (Clξ−Cdλ)dr (4)
Fig. 2: The blade element convention used for proprotor
analysis.
The inflow ratio λ= (V∞+wi)/ΩR and azimuthal flow ratio
ξ = (Ωy−ui)/ΩR are the components of the total velocity
perpendicular and parallel to the rotor plane, respectively,
both being nondimensionalized by tip speed. The incre-






































ξ2 +λ2 (Clλ+Cdξ)r dr (8)
Table 1 summarizes the blade element equations with and
without the small angle assumptions and the swirl velocity.
The BEMT also uses differential momentum theory to
determine the aerodynamics at the blade element. The rotor
disk is divided into a number of annuli of area 2πydy. Con-
servation of momentum gives dT = ṁww and dFX = ṁuw,
where ṁ is the mass flow rate through the annulus, and ww
and uw are the induced axial and azimuthal velocities in the
Table 1: Comparison of blade element terms with and
without the small angle assumption and swirl velocity.
dT Nb (dLcosφ−dDsinφ)
Large dP Nb (dLsinφ+dDcosφ)Ωy
angle dCT 12 σ
√
ξ2 +λ2 (Clξ−Cdλ)dr
assumptions dCP 12 σ
√
ξ2 +λ2 (Clλ+Cdξ)r dr
φ tan−1 (λ/ξ)
dT NbdL
Small dP Nb (φdL+dD)Ωy
angle dCT 12 σClr
2dr
assumptions dCP 12 σ(Clλ+Cdr)r
2dr
φ λ/r
wake. The conservation of energy is also applied, giving the
result that ww = 2wi and uw = 2ui. The thrust and power co-
efficients at each annulus then become
dCT = 4 |λ|λir dr (9)
and
dCP = 4 |λ|ξir2 dr , (10)
respectively, where λi = wi/ΩR and ξi = ui/ΩR. The ab-
solute values in Eqs. 9 and 10 are necessary for the case
where an upflow through the rotor annulus is predicted,
which can sometimes occur on a proprotor in the normal
working state, such as in hover or at low forward speeds.
Tip-Loss for Large Angles
A Goldstein/Prandtl tip-loss model was used to account
for the increased induced losses at the blade tips. Gold-
stein (Ref. 37) established a method for tip-loss by using the
velocity potential of a series of helical vortex sheets in the
rotor wake. The vortex sheets form a pitch helical angle φ
with the rotor plane. The sheets move perpendicular to their
plane at a speed Vw, where Vw =
√
w2w +u2w is the resultant
induced velocity in the wake. A simplified version of the
Goldstein result was first developed by Prandtl (Ref. 38),
who approximated the helical surface as a series of two-
dimensional planar sheets that convect at the slipstream ve-
locity, which is a more practical realization of Goldstein’s
approach (Ref. 39).
Assuming the flow around the blade is irrotational, then
the bound circulation Γ of a blade element is equal to the
difference in velocity potential between the top and bottom












where a is the distance between a blade section and the
blade tip and sp = (2πy/Nb)sinφ is the normal distance
between adjacent sheets. Defining Vw = 2Vi, where Vi =√
w2i +u
2


















Notice that F , Prandtl’s tip-loss factor, decreases with
increases in r, indicating that the tip vortices have a greater
effect closer to the blade tip. The value of F also decreases
as φ is increased and Nb is reduced, showing that the ef-
fect of the tip vortices becomes stronger as the spacing de-
creases between the vortex sheets. However, Prandtl’s as-
sumption of two-dimensional vortex sheets becomes less
accurate as sp increases. Strictly speaking, F should be
a function of the vortex sheet spacing at the blade tip,
i.e., the term in the exponent in Eq. 13 should be Nb(r−
1)/(2sinφtip). However, it is sufficiently accurate to use the
local inflow angles, which are more convenient (Ref. 41).
To incorporate tip-loss effects, the Kutta-Joukowski the-








ρU2c(Cl sinφ+Cd cosφ) = ρUPΓ (15)
Using the relations from Eqs. 12, 14, and 15, the circulation,












































Equations 18 and 21 are the same as Eqs. 9 and 10 except
for the inclusion of the tip-loss factor F and the replacement
of λi with Vi cosφ/ΩR and ξi with Vi sinφ/ΩR.
Because an inviscid theory is used to obtain Eqs. 18 and
21, they are only completely valid when the directions of
wi and ui are opposite to that of the corresponding force
vectors. Equation 18 is only strictly valid when φ = 0◦,
and Eq. 21 is only valid when φ=90◦. At φ=90◦ for dCT
and φ=0◦ for dCP, the tip vortices do not contribute to the
induced velocities wi and ui.
To reconcile Eqs. 18 and 21 with the expected phys-
ical behavior, the expressions for the decreases in thrust
and power, the terms 4λλirdr(1−F) and 4λξir2dr(1−F),
should gradually decrease to zero as the angles increase be-
tween the tip vortices and the blade force vectors. To model
this behavior, the differential momentum theory equations
for the thrust and power coefficients can be modified to read
dCT = 4KT |λ|λir dr (22)
and
dCP = 4KP |λ|ξir2 dr , (23)
respectively, where KT = [1− (1−F)cosφ] and KP =
[1− (1−F)sinφ].
It is necessary to account for tip-loss effects because
only some of the induced flow arises from momentum con-
servation, the remainder being from the presence of the tip
vortices. The value of F can be viewed as the ratio of Vi that
is directly induced by the rotor to the total Vi. Likewise, KT
and KP are the ratios of the wi and ui that are directly in-
duced by the rotor to the total wi and ui, respectively.
Numerical Solution for Inflow Components
To solve for the induced flow components, the blade ele-
ment expressions for the incremental thrust and power co-














ξ2 +λ2 (Clλ+Cdξ)r dr
= 4KP |λ|ξir2dr (25)
One way to solve this system of equations for λ and ξ
is by fixed-point iteration. However, convergence is usually
slow and relaxation tends to be necessary. Alternatively, the
thrust and power equations can be expressed in terms of the
inflow angle φ and combined into a single transcendental
equation, as shown by Winarto (Ref. 42). In this case, only
one equation needs to be solved.
Recognizing that λ = U sinφ/ΩR and ξ = U cosφ/ΩR,




U2 (Cl cosφ−Cd sinφ)
(ΩR)2
dr = 4KT |λ|λir dr (26)
Defining tanγ = Cd/Cl and substituting Cl tanγ for Cd ,
while also dimensionalizing by (ΩR)2 gives
1
2
σU2Cl secγ(cosγcosφ− sinγsinφ) = 4KTU sin |φ|wir
(27)
Using the identity cos(φ+ γ) = cosφcosγ− sinφsinγ, and







UCl secγcsc |φ|cos(φ+ γ) =U sinφ−V∞ (28)









Cl secγcsc |φ|cos(φ+ γ) (29)











Cl secγcsc |φ|sin(φ+ γ) (30)
Equations 29 and 30 can then be combined into a single
transcendental equation, i.e.,
g(φ) = [B1 (φ)Ωy−B2 (φ)V∞]sinφ = 0 (31)
or











The signum function is introduced into Eq. 32 because the
absolute values in Eqs. 29 and 30 were cancelled out in the
derivation of g(φ).
In Eq. 32, the inflow angle, φ, is the only unknown. The
values of Cl , Cd , KT , and KP are themselves functions of
several variables of which φ is the only unknown. If the lift
coefficient is zero, then g(φ) = (Ωysinφ−V∞ cosφ) should
be solved instead of Eq. 32. The inflow ratio and azimuthal
flow ratio can then be calculated and introduced into Eqs. 4
and 8 to obtain the incremental thrust and power at that par-
ticular blade section. The inflow and swirl velocity ratios






λ = ξ tanφ , (34)
respectively.
Equation 32 cannot be solved using a fixed-point iter-
ative method because of poor convergence characteristics
and the existence of a range of φ that result in undefined so-
lutions. However, the solution to this transcendental equa-
tion can be found using other root-finding methods, al-
though derivative-based methods such as Newton’s method
Fig. 3: Representation of sectional airfoil lift coefficients
at different Mach numbers.
are not helpful either because the derivative of Eq. 32 has a
nonlinearity from the Cl and Cd terms; if reading data from
airfoil tables then the derivative can only be approximated.
The bracketed bisection method was found to be suitable
for solving Eq. 32 because of its guaranteed convergence.
This method works by realizing that a single solution for φ
is located within a range bracketed between two points, and
then halving this range with each iteration. Although the bi-
section method is among the slowest of root-finding meth-
ods, it can solve for φ roughly three times faster than solving
for the induced velocity components separately. The bisec-
tion method is also very robust, and if there is only one
solution it is impossible for the method to fail to converge.
A complication arises in the implementation of the bi-
section method for a hovering rotor, as occasionally there
are multiple solutions to φ, one positive and one negative.
To determine the correct solution, g(φ) in Eq. 32 is first cal-
culated for φ= 0. If g(0)> 0, then φ is negative. If g(0)≤ 0,
then φ is positive. The boundaries for the bracketed solution
are then adjusted accordingly.
Airfoil Characteristics
Airfoil characteristics can be read in the conventional way
from a collection of “C-81” like tables listing values of sec-
tional Cl and Cd for ranges of angles of attack, Mach num-
bers, and Reynolds numbers. However, such data is often
not available and other approaches must be used to define
the airfoil characteristics. Whatever models are used, it
is imperative that they include stall and post-stall charac-
teristics; in this regard, the compromised blade twist used
on proprotors means that a significant portion of the blade
may stall in hover and/or over some range of forward flight
speeds. The sectional lift and drag model assumed in the
present study are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. After the blade
stalls, drag increases as flow separation occurs. Lift de-
creases with further increases in angle of attack until the
airfoil begins to act more as a flat plate.
Fig. 4: Representation of sectional airfoil drag coeffi-
cients at different Mach numbers.
Fig. 5: Model for maximum lift coefficient versus Mach
number.
Modeling compressibility effects at higher Mach num-
bers is also necessary. In the attached flow regime, the lift





where Clα |M=0.1 is the lowest value for the lift curve slope.
The maximum lift coefficient of an airfoil is also a function
of Mach number. One representation, shown in Fig. 5, is
that Clmax remains constant up to a certain value of M, at
which point it decreases linearly with further increases in
M.
Compressibility also has an effect on drag. In particu-
lar, the drag on an airfoil begins to increase rapidly as the
oncoming flow reaches the drag divergence Mach number,
Mdd. One approximation that has been used for the increase
in drag approaching drag divergence is (Ref. 43)
∆Cd =
{
12.5(M−Mdd +0.08) if M ≥ (Mdd−0.08)
0 otherwise
Tip Relief
A compressibility tip relief model was used, which acts to
delay the onset of drag divergence at the blade tip sections.
Because of three-dimensional flow at the tip, the effects of
compressibility are relaxed. When a blade section within
one chord-length of the tip exceeds Mdd, there is a reduced
effective local Mach number, which can be approximated













where ARblade is the blade aspect ratio, Mdd2 is the 2-
dimensional drag divergence Mach number, and Mdd3 is the
assumed 3-dimensional drag divergence Mach number.
Spinner Effects
The presence of a spinner can result in high superveloci-
ties near the blade roots, which are caused by the oncoming
flow accelerating as it passes over the spinner. For propro-
tors, where the spinner diameter can be a significant frac-
tion of the proprotor diameter, the supervelocity can have a
significant effect on the blade aerodynamics by increasing
the Mach number and altering the inflow angle distribution.
This effect can be an issue in particular with a variable di-
ameter proprotor design because the rotor diameter is re-
duced in forward flight and the spinner needs to be large
enough to contain the blade retraction mechanisms.
If the spinner effects are approximated as an equivalent
sphere, then potential flow theory gives the supervelocity,









The increment in supervelocity is equal to half the free-
stream velocity where the spinner meets the blade root, and
then drops off quickly with distance outboard of the spinner.
Tip Sweep
Tip sweep can be employed on proprotor blades to delay
the onset of compressibility by reducing the effective Mach
number normal to the blade leading edge. The sweep an-
gle, Λ, is implemented into the calculations by multiplying
cosΛ by the components of both UT and UP, which are per-
pendicular to the leading edge.
Ignoring the induced velocity but accounting for both
sweep and supervelocities, the effective Mach number at a
























cos2 β+ sin2 βcos2 Λ
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Optimizer
Some of the results reported in this article were obtained
using a formal optimization approach. The optimizer was
validated by optimizing proprotor efficiency using up to six
design variables. Parametric studies were performed to con-
firm that the optimizer gave physically correct results and
successfully minimized the stated objective function(s).
At its most elementary level, the optimizer works by ap-
plying small perturbations to each of the design variables to
obtain a profitable search direction, and then minimizes an
objective function along this direction. This process contin-
ues until convergence occurs. Side constraints (i.e., the up-
per and lower boundaries of the design variables) are spec-
ified prior to the start of the optimization.
If no constraints are imposed, then the optimizer uses
the Broydon-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm. If con-
straints are imposed (e.g., engine power available or trans-
mission limits), then the method of feasible directions
(MFD) is used. The MFD seeks the lowest possible value of
the objective function that does not violate the constraints.
Results and Discussion
The results in this article are discussed in four parts, which
are preceded by a description of the proprotor designs and
CR aircraft for which results were obtained: 1. Valida-
tion of the proprotor model with propeller measurements,
isolated proprotor measurements, and CR vehicle perfor-
mance; 2. Parametric studies of proprotor and vehicle per-
formance; 3. Optimization of the proprotor airfoils, and
4. Optimization for variable tip speed operations.
CR Aircraft Used in this Study
The results discussed in the present article were obtained
using proprotors designed for three different CR configu-
rations, namely: 1. A representative medium-lift tiltrotor;
2. The Sikorsky VDTR concept; and 3. The Excalibur,
which is also a VDTR concept and was the University of
Maryland’s winning entry in the 2011 Annual AHS Design
Competition (Ref. 45). These proprotors were used for the
purposes of validation of the modeling and also to show the
sensitivities in performance to parametric variations in the
design parameters.
Table 2: Essential characteristics of the three CR config-
urations used in the present study.
Medium-Lift
Characteristic Tiltrotor VDTR Excalibur
Max. VTOL
GTOW 51,000 lb – 18,000 lb
Installed power 2 x 6,150 hp – 2 x 1,908 hp
Proprotor
diameter 38.1 ft 49.2 ft 30.5 ft
Shaft speed 412 rpm 264 rpm 505 rpm
Proprotor
solidity 0.102 0.085 0.070
Vehicle fe 26.0 ft2 – 6.0 ft2
Wing AR 6.97 – 6.0
Wing CD0 0.01 – 0.008
e 0.8 – 0.87
S 301.6 ft2 – 267.2 ft2
Some of the relevant vehicle specifications are given in
Table 2. Notice that the VDTR and Excalibur are both
variable-diameter proprotor concepts, the blades retracting
to 2/3 of their maximum diameter. The net performance
of the medium-lift tiltrotor and Excalibur proprotors were
evaluated when coupled to a representation of their respec-
tive airframes, including the performance limits imposed by
the engine and/or the transmission.
The thrust needed from the proprotors in hover was as-
sumed to be equal to vehicle weight plus a margin to ac-
count for download on the wings, this being 12% of weight.
The thrust needed in forward flight depends on the vehi-
cle drag (i.e., its lift-to-drag ratio), so the thrust required in
this case becomes a function of forward speed. The vehicle
drag, Dveh, was calculated using




Validation of the Modeling
Validation with Propeller Measurements
The proprotor model was validated against wind-tunnel
data for two NACA “high-speed” propellers. While some
proprotor measurements are also available (Refs. 15,46,47),
such measurements do not cover the wide range of operat-
ing conditions that are needed to validate all aspects of the
modeling. Therefore, the two propellers identified by Har-
ris (Ref. 48), which are representative of both the geometry
of a proprotor and of the wide operating conditions that may
be encountered by an advanced high-speed proprotor, were
used instead.
The performance characteristics of these two propellers
were measured in the NACA wind tunnels, one propeller
being 2-bladed with a 4 ft diameter (Ref. 49) and the other
being 3-bladed with a 9.75 ft diameter (Ref. 50). The 2-
bladed propeller had a 2:1 blade taper from root to tip, and
the 3-bladed propeller had constant chord untapered blades.
Each propeller had approximately 32◦ of nose-down twist
over the blade, and the boss (for the spinner and blade at-
tachments) in each case was 27% of radius.
Parametric measurements for the 2-bladed propeller
were taken by varying rotational speed while keeping tun-
nel wind speed and blade pitch constant. For the 3-bladed
propeller, the measurements were taken by fixing the ro-
tational speed and blade pitch while the wind speed was
varied. The net result in either case (i.e., of systematic vari-
ations of wind speed at a constant blade pitch and/or blade
pitch variations at a constant wind speed) are sets of pro-
peller thrust, power, and efficiency curves as a function of
the operating advance ratio (Ref. 33). In some of the operat-
ing conditions for the 3-bladed propeller, the thinner blades
were reported to have experienced stall flutter and so could
not operate continuously at these conditions (Ref. 50).
Predictions from the present model versus the propeller
measurements are shown in Figs. 6 through 9 for the 2-
bladed propeller, and in Figs. 10 through 13 for the 3-bladed
propeller, in each case as sets of thrust, power and propul-
sive efficiency curves. Actual sectional airfoil characteris-
tics were not available for either propeller, so generic airfoil
tables in the forms described previously were used to repre-
sent the lift and drag coefficients in the modeling.
The reported measurements in Refs. 49 and 50 were con-
verted from conventional propeller nomenclature into con-
ventional helicopter rotor nomenclature, in this case in the
form of CT/σ and CP/σ coefficients. The advance ratio
is defined conventionally for helicopters as µ = V∞/ΩR;
when multiplied by a factor of π, the forward speed ratio
is equivalent to the advance ratio “J” used for propeller
performance evaluations. The propulsive efficiency is de-
fined using the helicopter nomenclature as ηp = CT µ/CP,
which gives the same numerical result when using the con-
ventional propeller nomenclature.
Fig. 6: Thrust in the form of CT/σ versus advance ratio
for the 2-bladed NACA propeller.
Fig. 7: Power in the form of CP/σ versus advance ratio
for the 2-bladed NACA propeller.
Fig. 8: Propulsive efficiency versus advance ratio for the
2-bladed NACA propeller.
Fig. 9: Propulsive efficiency versus helical tip Mach
number for the 2-bladed NACA propeller.
The results in Figs. 6 through 9 are for the 2-bladed
propeller, which show good overall agreement between the
model and the measurements. In many cases the agreement
is excellent. General predictions of propeller performance
over such wide ranges of operating conditions is very chal-
lenging, and the results shown here are actually very good
relative to what would be obtained by using any model
of propeller performance. Recall that these particular pro-
peller data are useful for the validation of the present model
because they encompass the operating conditions where an
advanced proprotor may operate.
Figures 6 through 9 expose several general aspects of
propeller performance. At low values of operating advance
ratio the blades become partly stalled, so the propellers gen-
erate some thrust but need relatively high power. Increas-
ing advance ratio for a fixed blade pitch causes the flow
on the blades to progressively attach causing the propellers
to produce more thrust, the corresponding initial power re-
quirements also reaching a peak. Thereafter, the thrust and
power both decrease with increasing values of advance ratio
at a constant blade pitch. Eventually, as the advance ratio
increases to higher values, the propeller produces near zero
or negative thrust as the brake state is reached. Repeating
the process for increasing values of blade pitch produces a
set of curves where the brake state is reached at progres-
sively higher advance ratios. Figure 9 illustrates how com-
pressibility effects cause a rapid reduction in peak propul-
sive efficiency as the blade tips approach and exceed a Mach
number of unity.
Overall, the predictions made for the 2-bladed propeller
showed good agreement with the measurements except for
at the very lowest and highest blade pitch settings. At
the lowest blade pitch, this propeller actually operates with
some supersonic flow, so at least some of the differences
shown can be attributed to the efficacy of the assumed air-
foil model in the transonic and supersonic flow regimes.
The supersonic flow in this case arises because in the tunnel
the wind speed was held constant while the rotational speed
of the propeller was progressively increased to relatively
high values, and so low pitch settings correspond to rela-
tively high tip speeds that reach into the supersonic regime.
At the highest blade pitch settings, it can be seen that the
thrust on the propeller (see Fig. 6) was somewhat underpre-
dicted and the power requirements (see Fig. 7) were over-
predicted, which also causes the propulsive efficiency to be
underpredicted (see Fig. 8). However, the overall perfor-
mance trends shown for this 2-bladed propeller are quite
well represented by the modeling.
In addition to operating partially in the supersonic range
and also at very high advance ratios, which each pose
challenges for the modeling, this propeller had sectional
Reynolds numbers that were lower than for the 3-bladed
propeller (considered next) and so uncertainties in the sec-
tional characteristics are also higher. At lower chord
Reynolds numbers, the effects of rotation of the three-
dimensional boundary developments can be more pro-
nounced, and tend to manifest as modeling deficiencies at
the higher operating thrusts. However, no representation of
rotational augmentation effects has been included into the
present level of modeling.
In general, the results from the model were found to be
in somewhat better overall agreement for the 3-bladed pro-
Fig. 10: Thrust in the form of CT/σ versus advance ratio
for the 3-bladed NACA propeller.
Fig. 11: Power in the form of CP/σ versus advance ratio
for the 3-bladed NACA propeller.
Fig. 12: Propulsive efficiency versus advance ratio for
the 3-bladed NACA propeller.
peller, as shown in Figs. 10 through 13. In this case, the
propeller operates at higher sectional Reynolds numbers,
and was not tested such that it encountered significant su-
personic flow at the blade tips. Therefore, the 3-bladed pro-
peller measurements probably serve as a better indicator of
the capabilities of the present model in the expected range
of its normal usage.
Fig. 13: Propulsive efficiency helical tip Mach number
for the 3-bladed NACA propeller.
Notice again in this case the sensitivity of the propul-
sive efficiency (shown in Fig. 12) to small errors in the pre-
diction of thrust and power. This outcome arises because
the predictions of the sectional airloads are sensitive to the
angles of attack of the local blade sections. It is also ap-
parent that in this case the measured efficiency curves in
Fig. 12 tend to be fairly peaky compared to those seen for
the 2-bladed propeller (c.f., Fig. 8). For a fixed blade pitch,
these peaks are bounded on one side (i.e., at lower values
of advance ratio for a given blade pitch) by losses of effi-
ciency resulting from some sections that operate away from
their best lift-to-drag ratios and other sections that begin to
encounter blade stall, and on the other side (i.e., at higher
values of advance ratio) by the build up of compressibil-
ity effects from the growing helical Mach numbers over the
blade tips.
The differences shown in the previous plots between the
outcomes from the model and the measurements can be at-
tributed to several sources, and are not just limited to the
assumptions and/or simplifications involved in the aerody-
namic modeling of the airfoil sections. For example, dis-
crepancies can arise because of deficiencies in predicting
the magnitude and distribution of inflow and swirl veloc-
ities, as well as tip loss and compressibility/tip relief ef-
fects. However, parametric studies and overall experience
with the modeling has shown that the errors in the predic-
tion of the inflow and swirl velocities will generally have
the largest effects on overall performance.
For example, Figs. 14 and 15 show the effects on the
thrust and power when the induced velocity components
are systematically excluded. In this case, results for several
values of blade pitch have been omitted to preserve clarity.
When both the inflow, wi, and the swirl, ui, are removed
from the inflow angle calculations, it is clear that both the
thrust and power are significantly overpredicted at all ad-
vance ratios. At low advance ratios, the effects of the in-
flow velocities tend to be more important than swirl. How-
ever, at high advance ratios, the need to include both the
inflow and the swirl velocity components is clearly criti-
cal if good quantitative predictions of performance are to
Fig. 14: Effect of inflow and swirl velocities on predicted
thrust of the NACA 3-bladed propeller.
Fig. 15: Effect of inflow and swirl velocities on predicted
power of the NACA 3-bladed propeller.
be obtained. In this regard, neglecting the swirl veloci-
ties (Ref. 25), or assuming uniform induced inflow velocity,
or both (Ref. 51), is clearly inappropriate even at higher air-
speeds where the induced velocities are a smaller fraction
of the total sectional velocities.
Figure 16 helps to further explain this sensitivity. When
the induced velocities are completely removed, the inflow
angle at the blade is the free-stream inflow angle φ∞ =
tan−1(V∞/Ωy). In practice, φ is between φ∞ and β across
the entirety of the blade, and approaches β near the tips be-
cause of the effects of the tip vortices. The assumption that
φ = φ∞ results in overpredictions of angle of attack, and
consequently overpredictions of both thrust and power. Ig-
noring the swirl velocity, ui, also results in overpredictions
of angle of attack, which in this case increases more with in-
creasing advance ratio. As advance ratio increases, so also
does the component of lift that contributes to the torque, so
that the inclusion of the swirl velocity becomes increasingly
important under these conditions.
Spanwise loadings were also calculated to gain further
insight into the overall aerodynamic behavior of the pro-
pellers, and to check that the results from the modeling were
in accordance with physical expectations based on the sec-
Fig. 16: Example of the distribution of inflow across the
blade span. 3-bladed propeller at 315 kts.
Fig. 17: Examples of the spanwise distribution of thrust
on the NACA 3-bladed propeller for three blade pitch
values.
Fig. 18: Examples of the spanwise distribution of power
on the NACA 3-bladed propeller for three blade pitch
values.
tional aerodynamic models. For example, Figs. 17 and 18
show the spanwise thrust and power gradings, respectively,
for three blade pitch values.
Under normal operating conditions the loadings over
the blade are smooth, peaking up toward the tip region.
When operating closer to maximum thrust conditions,
Fig. 19: FM versus CT/σ for the VDTR concept.
the blades in this case can be seen to be stalled between
radial stations 0.63R and 0.79R, as indicated by the loss of
sectional thrust and a corresponding increase in power. For
the post-stall condition, the entire blade is stalled except for
small regions near the root and tip where induced inflow
is high. Interestingly enough, the stalled sections actually
experience a reduction in power required, which arises
because of the large decreases in the sectional components
of induced drag at this stalled operating condition.
Validation for the VDTR Proprotor
Relatively little published data is available that document
measured proprotor performance over the broad range of
forward flight conditions that was used previously for the
NACA high-speed propellers. Wind tunnel tests of the 1/6
scaled proprotor for the Sikorsky VDTR concept (Ref. 27)
are the only source of variable diameter proprotor data. Pre-
dictions obtained using the present model overpredict the
figure of merit of the scaled VDTR proprotor in hover, as
shown in Fig. 19. However, after corrected for tunnel recir-
culation effects, the measurements agree much better with
the predictions. A comparison of propulsive efficiency pre-
dictions with measured data is shown in Fig. 20. The model
agrees with the measured data at lower thrust values, but
overpredicts efficiency at higher levels of CT/σ.
However, there remains some concern as to whether the
measured data for forward flight conditions is entirely con-
sistent; for example, some of the published data in Ref. 27
records propulsive efficiencies in excess of unity, which is
obviously incorrect. Further work must be done to recon-
cile the experimental results before further comparisons of
the measurements with the modeling would be productive.
Validation with CR Vehicle Performance
To examine the ability of the proprotor model to calculate
performance data when coupled to an airframe, the model
was validated against available performance charts for a
Fig. 20: Propulsive efficiency versus CT/σ for the VDTR
concept.
medium-lift tiltrotor (Ref. 52). Comparisons of the pub-
lished data against predictions using the present model for
hover ceiling, cruise flight envelope, and payload/range are
shown in Figs. 21 through 23. The airframe and wing char-
acteristics, as well as the engine and transmission opera-
tional states, were estimated from the available data. Some
of the characteristics of this configuration are shown in Ta-
ble 2. Recognizing that much of the vehicle characteristics
could only be estimated, the predictions made by the model
are in good agreements with the available data.
Some interesting characteristics of CR vehicle perfor-
mance are exposed in these results. For the hover ceiling
performance shown in Fig. 21, the knee in the predicted
curve delineates two performance limits: one at lower gross
weights where the maximum hovering altitude corresponds
to the maximum thrust achievable by the proprotor before
it begins to stall, and one at higher gross weights where the
hover ceiling is determined by reaching a power limit. Such
behaviors are not necessarily a characteristic of all CR air-
craft and/or proprotor designs, but do show how the maxi-
mum hover altitude on a CR aircraft can be limited by either
maximum attainable thrust or by power available, depend-
ing on the vehicle gross weight. The trades between so-
lidity (to improve hovering performance at higher density
altitudes) and power are considered later.
In the speed/density altitude flight envelope chart shown
in Fig. 22, there is a similar knee in the curves for the high-
speed boundaries. At lower altitudes, maximum speed is
limited by the transmission torque limit. At higher altitudes,
the maximum speed of the aircraft is limited by the maxi-
mum continuous power available.
The predictions for payload/range also show good agree-
ment with the available data, as shown in Fig. 23. Engine
SFC is this case was estimated, but the results show the abil-
ity of the model to predict the power requirements and fuel
burn in forward flight.
Fig. 21: Hover ceiling of medium-lift tiltrotor.
Fig. 22: Cruise flight envelope of medium-lift tiltrotor.
Fig. 23: Payload/range of medium-lift tiltrotor.
Parametric Studies
Parametric studies were performed to determine the effects
of the various proprotor blade design parameters on over-
all vehicle performance. While parametric variations of the
design trades needed for aspects of isolated proprotor per-
formance are also useful, ultimately the actual performance
of any proprotor needs to be assessed in context with the
flight vehicle to which it is attached.
The results in the present work are shown primarily
for the Excalibur CR configuration (Fig. 24), and also for
the representative medium-lift tiltrotor where appropriate.
Fig. 24: The University of Maryland’s Excalibur con-
cept (Ref. 45).
Specifications for these vehicles have been given previously
in Table 2.
Variations in proprotor solidity, blade taper, number of
blades, blade twist, rotational speed, diameter, blade tip
sweep, and airfoil characteristics were all studied. Results
were obtained for hover and forward flight over a range of
vehicle airspeeds, including those in the extended regions
of the expected operational and/or vehicle performance en-
velope. The calculations were all performed at the stated
maximum vertical gross takeoff weight for each vehicle.
Solidity
The effects of proprotor solidity on the cruise propulsive ef-
ficiency and hover power loading of the Excalibur concept
are shown in Figs. 25 and 26. Solidity in this case was var-
ied by changing the blade chord while keeping the diameter
of the proprotor constant. Propulsive efficiency was clearly
improved by decreasing the solidity, while hover efficiency
was improved by increasing the solidity. In hover the blade
sections are operating at angles of attack above those for
their best ratio of Cl/Cd or in some cases too close to stall.
Therefore, an increase in solidity allows the blades to op-
erate at lower angles of attack and lower lift coefficients to
generate the same thrust, which improves the power loading
of the proprotor.
In cruise, the proprotor is more lightly loaded relative to
the hover condition, and generally the blades are operating
at much lower average angles of attack (but not lower pitch
angles). Therefore, propulsive efficiency benefits substan-
tially by using lower solidity, which decreases profile power
requirements. However, notice that decreasing solidity also
decreases the airspeed at which blade stall first begins to oc-
cur. This means that the operating margins of the proprotor
between losses in performance from blade stall and the on-
set of compressibility become significantly constrained, i.e.,
the proprotor begins to approach the “coffin-corner” oper-
ating state that was discussed in Ref. 25.
Fig. 25: Effect of variations in solidity on the propulsive
efficiency of the Excalibur.
Fig. 26: Effect of variations in solidity on the power
loading of the Excalibur.
Figure 27 further shows the thrust margins for this pro-
protor in the hover state. If solidity becomes too low or
the operating density altitude is too high, then the propro-
tor will stall before producing enough thrust for the vehicle
to hover. Recall that a proprotor needs generous stall mar-
gins in hover because the proprotors are used for control
and maneuver, e.g., there is a need for significant differen-
tial thrust. Although attainable thrust margins in both hover
and cruise modes are improved markedly by increasing the
solidity, sufficient power from the engine and/or sufficiently
high transmission torque limits must also be available to al-
low the desired thrust margins from the proprotor to be re-
alistically achieved.
Blade Taper
The effect of blade taper ratio on cruise and hover per-
formance is shown in Figs. 28 and 29 for the Excalibur.
The results are all for a constant thrust-weighted solidity.
Notice that an increase in taper ratio results in small in-
creases in propulsive efficiency and modest improvements
in power loading. Decreasing taper ratio allows higher for-
ward speeds to be reached before blade stall occurs. How-
ever, these results are not necessarily the best indicator of
the effects of taper on proprotor performance because only
Fig. 27: Effect of variations in solidity on the hover
thrust margins of the Excalibur.
Fig. 28: Effect of variations in taper ratio on the propul-
sive efficiency of the Excalibur.
the outboard region (i.e., r >0.84 with blades extended) of
the blades is actually tapered; for the blade retraction mech-
anism to operate the inboard sections must be untapered.
A better vehicle to illustrate the effects of blade taper
is the medium-lift tiltrotor, results for which are shown in
Fig. 30. For this vehicle, an increase in blade taper ratio
results in more significant improvements in hover power
loading. Reviewing the outcomes for the three CR configu-
rations as a whole, increasing blade taper was found to re-
sult in only small changes in propulsive efficiency but give
more moderate improvements in hover performance.
Blade Twist
Figures 31 and 32 show the effect of blade twist relative
to the baseline used for the Excalibur design. The use of
different blade twist values clearly makes a large difference
to both the propulsive efficiency and the hover power load-
ing. Using more twist on the proprotor allows the vehicle
to fly faster and more efficiently, whereas less blade twist
increases the hovering efficiency. Although a decrease in
blade twist in hover increases the altitude at which the en-
gine power limits are reached, it also decreases the density
altitude at which the proprotor begins to encounter its stall
limits.
Fig. 29: Effect of variations in taper ratio on the power
loading of the Excalibur.
Fig. 30: Effect of variations in taper ratio on the power
loading of the representative medium-lift tiltrotor.
Fig. 31: Effect of variations in blade twist on the propul-
sive efficiency of the Excalibur.
The extent to which the blade twist becomes compro-
mised between hover and cruise flight modes is mostly a
function of the design cruise speed. As shown in Fig. 33,
the optimized blade twist for forward flight may actually
become closer to the twist needed for best hovering effi-
ciency when the design cruise speed is increased to higher
values. In this example, the blade twist rate needed for for-
ward flight better matches the ideal twist needed for hover
Fig. 32: Effect of variations in blade twist on the hover
power loading of the Excalibur.
Fig. 33: Hover and cruise modes demand significantly
different blade twist distributions for efficient proprotor
operation.
over the outboard section of the blade when the desired for-
ward speed is increased from 300 kts to 450 kts.
Blade Tip Sweep
Figure 34 shows the effect of blade tip sweep on the propul-
sive efficiency of the Excalibur concept. This blade has
swept tips outboard of r = 0.84 in extended mode opera-
tion and outboard of r = 0.76 in retracted mode. Increasing
tip sweep allows a moderate delay in the build up of com-
pressibility effects. However, there is not enough available
power in this case to take advantage of delays in the onset
of compressibility losses from the use of tip sweep. To cap-
italize on any potential benefits of delayed compressibility
effects, the engines installed on this concept would need
to have greater continuous power ratings, with the trade of
driving up the empty weight fraction of the vehicle and so
reducing its useful load.
Number of Blades
The effect of number of blades on proprotor performance is
shown in Figs. 35 and 36. Increasing the number of blades
Fig. 34: Effect of variations in tip sweep on the propul-
sive efficiency of the Excalibur.
Fig. 35: Effect of number of blades on the propulsive
efficiency of the Excalibur.
Fig. 36: Effect of number of blades on hover power
loading of the Excalibur.
was found to give relatively small improvements to both
the hover and cruise efficiencies. Increasing the number of
blades and, therefore, decreasing the spacing between adja-
cent vortex elements, will tend to reduce the tip-loss effects
and improve the performance of the proprotor, albeit with
diminishing returns. For example, there seems little aerody-
namic advantage in using 4 versus 3 blades. This does not
necessarily mean, however, there would not be a preference
for using a larger number of blades for other reasons.
Fig. 37: Effect of rotational speed on the propulsive ef-
ficiency of the Excalibur.
Rotational Speed
Results from the parametric study of rotational speed ef-
fects for the Excalibur CR aircraft are shown in Figs. 37
and 38. Decreasing rotational speed clearly produces a sig-
nificant increase in propulsive efficiency and delays the on-
set of compressibility effects to higher maximum forward
speeds. Figure 38, however, shows that reducing rotational
speed can have an adverse effect on hover performance (in
this case, the hover ceiling). It is also shown that increas-
ing rotational speed decreases the hover ceiling at lower
gross weights, but can extend the hover ceiling to higher
maximum gross weights. The increase in tip Mach number
is a disadvantage at higher altitudes where compressibility
effects manifest because of the somewhat lower speed of
sound.
While reducing the rotational speed of the proprotor can
improve its propulsive efficiency, it also increases the shaft
torque for a given power requirement and so the results
need to be examined in conjunction with transmission lim-
its. The representative medium-lift tiltrotor, in contrast to
the Excalibur, has a relatively low transmission limit com-
pared to its available engine power.
Figure 39 shows that the highest aerodynamic efficien-
cies that are achievable by this proprotor by the use of
varying rotational speed are constrained by the transmis-
sion torque limits. However, improvements are obviously
achievable if higher transmission torque limits were avail-
able, which must be traded against transmission weight, or
at higher altitudes where the power available is the limiting
factor in determining the maximum attainable propulsive
efficiency.
Diameter
Figures 40 and 41 show the propulsive efficiency and hover
ceiling of the Excalibur when the diameter of the proprotor
is varied. For this vehicle, reducing diameter has a smaller
effect on propulsive efficiency than does reducing the rota-
tional speed. Furthermore, the decrease in tip speed cou-
Fig. 38: Effect of rotational speed on the hover ceiling
of the Excalibur.
Fig. 39: Effect of rotational speed on the propulsive ef-
ficiency of the representative medium-lift tiltrotor.
pled with the decrease in blade area adversely affects per-
formance at lower cruise speeds where the induced drag on
the wings is higher, requiring higher thrust from the pro-
protors. At these lower speeds, the fully retracted state pro-
duces lower efficiency than in the partially retracted state
because to generate the required thrust, some blade sections
must operate closer to stall. However, increasing the diame-
ter of the proprotor clearly improves the hover performance
and gives an ability to hover at higher density altitudes and
at higher gross vehicle weights.
Maximum Lift Coefficient
The effect of the maximum attainable lift coefficient, Clmax ,
of the blade sections on vehicle performance is shown in
Figs. 42 and 43. In these calculations, it was assumed that
Clmax could be adjusted by itself while keeping constant all
other sectional airfoil characteristics. It is recognized, how-
ever, that such improvements may not be possible in prac-
tice.
The curves in Fig. 42 all follow the same behavior un-
til, for a particular case, the blade sections exceed Clmax and
the proprotor begins to stall. Even with a Clmax high enough
to prevent blade stall at very high airspeeds, the propulsive
efficiency will reach a peak at a certain airspeed and then
Fig. 40: Propulsive efficiency of the Excalibur across its
range of operational diameters.
Fig. 41: Hover ceiling of the Excalibur across its range
of operational diameters.
Fig. 42: Effect of Clmax on the propulsive efficiency of the
Excalibur.
decrease with further increases in airspeed. This outcome
is because as advance ratio increases, the sectional lift vec-
tors become inclined further away from the rotational plane
and act to reduce propulsive capabilities. In this case, the
propulsive efficiency reaches its peak at about 380 kts. The
power loading, as shown in Fig. 43, is clearly improved at
all operational density altitudes by increasing the maximum
lift coefficient.
Fig. 43: Effect of Clmax on the hover power loading of the
Excalibur.
Fig. 44: Effect of Mdd on the propulsive efficiency of the
Excalibur.
Drag Divergence Mach Number
Figures 44 and 45 show the effects of variations in Mdd on
the cruise and hover efficiencies of the Excalibur. As done
previously for Clmax , it has been assumed that Mdd can be
varied while keeping all of the other airfoil characteristics
constant. Notice that the value of Mdd has little or no effect
on performance as long as it reaches a certain minimum
threshold. The required value of Mdd is obviously higher for
forward flight than for hover because of the higher helical
section speeds experienced in forward flight and the need to
limit the buildup of compressibility over more substantial
parts of the blade that are not just limited to the tip region.
Airfoil Selection
As shown previously in the parametric studies, the choice
of airfoils (and their spanwise placement on the blade) is
obviously an important consideration in the design of pro-
protor blades. To explore the effect that the choice of the
airfoils has on the performance of a CR aircraft, a formal
optimization study was performed on airfoil selection for
the representative medium-lift tiltrotor. The values of Clmax
and Mdd were each represented as functions of the airfoil
thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c). For the optimization, these
Fig. 45: Effect of Mdd on the hover power loading of the
Excalibur.
blades were divided into twenty segments and the value of
t/c for each segment was adjusted to maximize one of three
objective functions: propulsive efficiency, figure of merit,
and a compromise between the maximum values of ηp and
FM.
Figure 46 shows the results of this optimization, which
used a baseline t/c of 0.12. Maximizing hover efficiency
demands thicker airfoil sections near the root to increase
Clmax and prevent these root sections from stalling. The
compromised twist inherent to most proprotors is the main
reason that the root sections operate at high angles of at-
tack in hover and need very high values of Clmax . Maximiz-
ing both FM and ηp also requires a root section with high
values of Clmax , which is also good for structural reasons.
Near the tip, however, maximizing ηp demands signifi-
cantly thinner blade sections, while maximizing FM sug-
gests that a smaller reduction in t/c needs to occur there.
The airfoil selection process also requires that hover and
cruise performance be examined with different t/c distri-
butions. Figure 47 show the effect of airfoil optimization
on propulsive efficiency. Airfoil characteristics in this case
only have an effect on the propulsive efficiency at higher
forward speeds. Interestingly, the compromised case shows
better efficiency than when ηp is maximized by itself; this is
an outcome of optimizing propulsive efficiency for a single
airspeed (i.e., 315 kts in this case). However, improvements
in airfoil properties lead to modest improvements in over-
all forward flight performance; the difference between the
compromised blade and the blade optimized for hover is a
delay in the onset of compressibility effects of only 9 kts of
airspeed.
Figure 48 shows the effect of airfoil t/c optimization on
the figure of merit of the proprotor. Optimizing for hover
results in an increase in figure of merit of about 0.03, al-
though this is still significant. Optimizing for forward flight
not only decreases the figure of merit, but also decreases
the maximum operational altitude by about 2,500 ft. For
the most part, the case where the airfoils were optimized for
a compromise between FM and ηp mirrors the results for
Fig. 46: Airfoil thickness optimized for figure of merit,
propulsive efficiency, and both.
Fig. 47: The effect of airfoil optimization on forward
flight efficiency.
when the blades are optimized for hover. The only differ-
ence is a decease in maximum operational density altitude
of 1,000 ft, indicating that the use of thinner airfoils near
the tip only become a concern for the compromised opti-
mization at higher altitudes where higher Clmax values are
needed to avoid stall in the blade tip region.
Overall, the results in Figs. 47 and 48 show that, at least
for this vehicle configuration, more important gains in over-
all performance can be made when the airfoils are opti-
mized for efficiency in hover rather than in forward flight.
Variable Tip Speed Operation
To further explore the effects of variable tip speed, a study
was performed on the representative medium-lift tiltrotor
to optimize its performance using either of the VSPR and
VDPR designs. A third “modified” VDPR design was also
considered, which is an approach where the total blade twist
per radius is preserved when diameter is reduced; in prac-
tice this outcome can only be achieved with a variable twist
technique. The assumed proprotor in this case had a bilin-
ear blade twist and a maximum tip speed reduction of 33%.
For the VDPR concept, the inboard blade section (which is
Fig. 48: The effect of airfoil optimization on hover figure
of merit.
sheathed inside the outboard section during retraction) had
a chord equal to 1/3 the root chord of the main blade.
For the baseline and VDPR cases, it was assumed that
the shaft speed could be reduced by 10% by using the power
turbine alone; the shaft speed can be expected to be reduced
by at least this amount without significantly increasing en-
gine SFC (Refs. 53, 54). The design variables used were
diameter, rotational speed, root chord, taper ratio, inboard
and outboard twist, the radial position where twist changes,
and the tip speed reduction. The flight conditions consid-
ered were cruise at 15,000 ft density altitude and 280 kts,
and hovering flight at 6,000 ft density altitude.
The objective function needed for the optimization is not
immediately apparent in this case. It is not acceptable to use
FM and ηp together (as was used in the airfoil optimiza-
tion study) because FM is dependent on diameter, and so
the optimizer would not necessarily try to maximize abso-
lute hovering efficiency (i.e., the power loading). Instead,
a baseline proprotor design without variable tip speed was
established to evaluate the VSPR and VDPR designs. The
objective function was selected to be the sum of the ratio of
the baseline cruise power to the cruise power and the ratio
of the baseline hover power to the hover power.
Figures 49 and 50 show the cruise and hover efficiencies
for the optimized variable tip speed proprotor designs. On
one hand, the VSPR design offers large improvements to
both propulsive efficiency and power loading over those of
the baseline proprotor, although it soon exceeds the trans-
mission torque limits when its shaft speed is reduced sig-
nificantly in forward flight. On the other hand, the VDPR
design gives lower propulsive efficiencies than the baseline
design. While this concept also achieves higher power load-
ings than the baseline, it does so at the expense of lower
hover efficiency at higher altitudes. The results for the mod-
ified VDPR are much better than for the standard VDPR,
indicating that the performance degradation of the VDPR
design is because of the reduction in effective blade twist
when the diameter is reduced.
Similar trends shown for the medium-lift tiltrotor were
Fig. 49: Propulsive efficiency for the optimized variable
tip speed proprotor designs .
Fig. 50: Hover power loading for the optimized variable
tip speed proprotor designs.
also found for a proprotor representative of that for the pro-
posed Large Civil Tilt Rotor (LCTR) convertible-rotor con-
cept. Figure 51 shows the peak propulsive efficiency of
the LCTR concept as a function of airspeed, and Fig. 52
shows the propulsive efficiency when proprotor thrust is de-
termined by the vehicle drag using Eq. 39. These results
were not obtained through an optimization analysis as per-
formed for the medium-lift tiltrotor, but simply by taking
the LCTR proprotor and reducing its diameter and rota-
tional speed. As before, varying diameter gives a lower
propulsive efficiency than varying rotational speed. How-
ever, unlike that found for the medium-lift tiltrotor, a VDPR
design improves forward flight performance over that of the
baseline, as shown in Fig. 52.
The foregoing comparison of the reduced tip speed
methods for the medium-lift tiltrotor and the LCTR should
not be taken to imply that reducing the rotational (shaft)
speed is the preferred approach. The LCTR concept, in
particular, was designed specifically to exploit the bene-
fits of reduced rotational speed in forward flight, so it is
not surprising that this approach produces the best results
in this case. The parametric studies shown previously for
the Excalibur, which is a VDPR design, indicate that reduc-
ing diameter is also a viable method for improving propro-
Fig. 51: Effect of reduced tip speed methods on the peak
propulsive efficiency of the LCTR.
Fig. 52: Effect of reduced tip speed methods on the
propulsive efficiency of the LCTR.
tor performance. Compared to the medium-lift tiltrotor, the
Excalibur has a much higher L/D ratio. It seems that CR
aircraft that can attain relatively low values of L/D com-
pared to turboprop airplanes will have little to gain by using
a VDPR because the combination of relatively higher thrust
and smaller blade area in forward flight causes the proprotor
to operate at lower propulsive efficiencies. Therefore, a ma-
jor factor in determining the advantages of the VSPR versus
the VDPR designs will be the actual L/D of the vehicle to
which the proprotor is attached.
Conclusions
The effects of proprotor design parameters and operational
characteristics on hovering and forward flight performance
were examined. A new methodology was developed to pre-
dict proprotor and convertible rotor vehicle performance
characteristics over a wide range of operating conditions,
including forward flight at very high advance ratios and tip
Mach numbers up to supersonic. The methodology was val-
idated against performance measurements for high-speed
propellers and proprotors, and also against published flight
characteristics of a contemporary tiltrotor aircraft. The ef-
fects on performance and efficiency produced by variable
tip speed operations were examined in detail.
The following conclusions have been drawn from the
study:
1. The blade element momentum theory with large angle
modifications was shown to be able to model the thrust
and power characteristics of high speed propellers in
forward flight. The inclusion of the swirl velocity into
the calculations was found to be necessary to obtain
satisfactory predictions of the propulsive efficiency at
higher advance ratios, especially closer to 2.
2. Decreasing solidity produced significant improve-
ments in propulsive efficiency at the expense of de-
graded hover performance and reduced stall margins.
Reductions in solidity also caused the proprotor to stall
at lower forward speeds as propulsive thrust demands
increased to overcome vehicle drag. However, using
blade twist rates more suitable for forward flight con-
ditions (rather than hover) helped to delay the onset of
blade stall to higher airspeeds.
3. Increased blade twist generally improved propulsive
efficiency but while decreasing hover efficiency. There
appear to be no single optimum blade twist rate that si-
multaneously maximized both hovering efficiency and
propulsive efficiency, except if the proprotor is de-
signed for extremely high advance ratios where the
needed twist distributions become more similar. Com-
pared to the effects of twist and solidity, the effects of
blade taper and number of blades appeared to have sec-
ondary significance on performance. In some cases,
however, increased blade taper moderately improved
the hovering efficiency of the proprotor.
4. As a proprotor becomes increasingly optimized for
best propulsive efficiency, its design must be balanced
between losses in performance from blade stall and the
onset of compressibility. Adequate margins must be
allowed for so as to avoid a “coffin-corner” operating
state where small excursions in operating conditions
may cause a catastrophic loss of thrust, rapid increases
in power required and overall performance degrada-
tion.
5. Optimization of the airfoil sections for cruise condi-
tions resulted in only small improvements in perfor-
mance. More significant gains in overall proprotor per-
formance can be obtained by focusing airfoil design
efforts toward meeting hovering flight requirements,
especially for the inboard sections of the blade where
very high maximum lift coefficients are required.
6. Variable tip speed proprotor designs were shown to
give large improvements in performance in both the
hover and cruise modes of operation. The results sug-
gested that a variable speed proprotor (VSPR) will
have better performance characteristics than a variable
diameter proprotor (VDPR). The main drawback to the
VDPR concept is the reduction in effective blade twist
when the blades are retracted for forward flight. Ulti-
mately, the preference for either of the VSPR or VDPR
designs will depend on the vehicle to which the pro-
protor is attached.
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